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community education
AT PARKLAND COLLEGE

You’re ready to try something new.
Learn a new skill.
Explore your creativity.
Kick your career up a notch.
Maybe even change jobs.
With Community Education, you’ll find valuable personal and professional development 
opportunities, from career-enhancing workshops and certification programs to 
educational travel, personal enrichment, classes for kids, and more. Our programs work 
around your busy schedule, with many online options. At Parkland College, we’re here 
to offer rich possibilities for all ages, all stages of life.

Endless opportunities. Expertise you trust.

it’s time.
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a new home in 
real estate
A Lifelong Passion Becomes A New Career For Amelia Zachary

INSTRUCTOR SPOTLIGHT  Ginger Campbell 
Ginger Campbell is a practicing Real Estate Managing Broker with Keller Williams Realty in the Cham-
paign/Urbana area and a real estate investor. Over the years, Ginger earned the Accredited Buyer Rep-
resentation and Graduate REALTOR Institute designations. She became a licensed instructor in 2019 
and currently teaches real estate pre-license, post-license, and continuing education classes. Ginger is 
passionate about helping others develop the potential inside themselves, and she brings a high level 
of energy to the classroom. She is currently the chairperson of the Champaign County Association of 
REALTORS Equal Opportunity and Inclusion group, and her vision is to have a profession as diverse as 
our community. She encourages everyone to consider real estate as a viable career choice.

“I’ve always loved helping people, but I really want-
ed to gain a feeling of fulfillment,” says Amelia 
Zachary. After seven years of working in custom-
er service, she was ready for a change. “I looked 
around, and it just clicked. Real estate has been a 
consistent theme in my life, and I finally realized 
that it’s the industry I need to be in.” 

Growing up with family in the construction indus-
try, Amelia had an interest in new houses from a 
very young age. “I remember going to the grocery 
store as a kid, and I’d always grab a real estate 
booklet and just look at all the different homes 
listed in it. I loved it.” 

Once she set her goal, Amelia sought advice from 
industry professionals on how to kick off her new 
career. “I asked a few people in the Keller Williams 
office where I should go, and they recommended 
Parkland’s Pre-Licensing classes. I had taken class-
es at Parkland before, and it’s a great school, so I 
went for it.”

“I really liked getting an education from working 
real estate professionals,” Amelia says of Broker’s 

Pre-License Topics with Ginger Campbell and 
Broker’s Pre-License Principles with William Todd 
Salen. “Being there in-person with them was super 
beneficial for me. It made it easier to ask questions 
and have conversations about what it looks like to 
be a part of this industry every day.”

She also found that in addition to the class material, 
the in-person connections can be very valuable in 
the real estate industry. “Make friends with your 
classmates, make time to bounce ideas and ques-
tions off each other. Talking to people and making 
those new connections can really help you see 
things from a different angle, which will make you 
better at serving your community in the long run.”

Amelia now works as a Sales Partner at Keller 
Williams in Champaign and continues to gain more 
knowledge in her new field. “From the first day of 
class to now, I still learn something new every day. 
I plan to never stop learning so I can provide the 
best service to our community and become your 
go-to realtor.”
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youth programs
special interest

Orienteering for Families, ages 10–13
Ready, set, go! Explore the great outdoors and discover the fun of 
orienteering. Instructor Matt Plutz, a member of the Illinois River Valley 
Orienteering Club (IRVOC) and the United States Adventure Racing 
Association (USARA), will teach your family basic orienteering skills 
and guide you through this adventure. Using only a map and compass, 
your family will be challenged as you decide the best route to locate 
checkpoints along a course, learn to gauge distances with accuracy, and 
explore the local topography.

All equipment provided, including compasses. This class is intended for 
families with children ages 10 to 13. Each registered adult may bring up to 
two children. Class meets at Lake of the Woods Forest Preserve. Transpor-
tation is not provided.
9/28 Sat 2–4 PM Class ID: 16875 
Deadline: 9/21 Lake of the Woods $69

Online STEAM Camps
The magic in every student comes to life as never before when 
they are empowered to be as creative as they were all born to be! 
Black Rocket has over 20 years of experience designing courses 
in the STEAM fields. Every program is powered by the child’s 
innate imagination and designed to bring their ideas to life in a 
fun, hands-on learning environment. All Black Rocket programs 
mirror real-life experiences and the collaborative nature of the 
design process. Online classes provide a more independent 
experience but with an emphasis on peer-to-peer feedback to 
enhance the creative process. 

Compatible with Mac and Windows OS only. For more informa-
tion, go to blackrocket.com/online-tech-specs.

Class Cancellation 
To receive a refund, you must cancel at least one week prior to 
camp start.

Scholarships 
Scholarships are available for those who qualify for reduced 
tuition. Please print the scholarship form from parkland.edu/
youth, or email communityeducation@parkland.edu for more 
information. Online registration is not available for scholarship 
applicants. Only one scholarship for one class will be awarded 
per student. Refunds will not be provided for classes awarded 
by scholarship. Community Education gratefully acknowledges 
financial support for scholarships from the Parkland College 
Foundation and others.
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  AI Adventures: Intro to Machine 
Learning
Explore the world of artificial intelligence (AI) to design fully interactive 
games and experiences using cutting-edge technology. This program 
combines artificial intelligence with coding to create an unforgettable 
learning adventure. You will construct machine learning models that 
use image and text recognition within block-based coding software to 
build a portfolio of projects. Student-created projects will be available 
on a password-protected Black Rocket website to share with friends and 
family. You will work in pairs or teams for most of the program.
Ages 8–11
6/24–6/28 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 17003 
Deadline: 6/17 ONLINE $189
7/22–7/26 Mon–Fri 8:30–11 AM Class ID: 17004 
Deadline: 7/15 ONLINE $189
Ages 11–14  
6/24–6/28 Mon–Fri 8:30–11 AM Class ID: 17002 
Deadline: 6/17 ONLINE $189
7/22–7/26 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 17005 
Deadline: 7/15 ONLINE $189

Code Breakers
Calling all future coders, programmers, and designers! Learn the basics 
of coding languages like HTML, JavaScript, and CSS through a series 
of web projects and design challenges each day and be on your way to 
becoming the next tech star! Whether you want to be a Silicon Valley 
CEO or a high school student who just made $1 million for programming 
in her bedroom, this course has the essentials for starting your journey. 
Projects will be available on a Black Rocket website to share with friends 
and family. If you are returning, create more advanced projects that 
build on previous years. You will work in pairs or teams for most of the 
program.
Ages 8–11
6/24–6/28 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 16995 
Deadline: 6/17 ONLINE $189
7/29–8/2 Mon–Fri 3:30–6 PM Class ID: 16997 
Deadline: 7/22 ONLINE $189
Ages 11–14
6/24–6/28 Mon–Fri 8:30–11 AM Class ID: 16994 
Deadline: 6/17 ONLINE $189
7/29–8/2 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 16996 
Deadline: 7/22 ONLINE $189

Minecraft Designers
If you love the game Minecraft and always wanted to design your own 
world, this class is for you! Learn how to create a custom map, design 
structures to share between worlds, build with Redstone and Command 
blocks, and create custom textures for you to import at home or share 
with friends. You must have the Java version of Minecraft to take this 
class. Tablet, phone, and game console versions of Minecraft are not 
compatible. If you are returning, create more advanced projects that 
build on previous years. You will work in pairs or teams for most of the 
program.  
You must own a Minecraft Java Edition to take this class. 
Ages 8–11 
7/15–7/19 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 16985 
Deadline: 7/8 ONLINE $189
Ages 11–14  
7/15–7/19 Mon–Fri 8:30–11 AM Class ID: 16984 
Deadline: 7/8 ONLINE $189

  Pokémon Masters: Designers  
& 3D Makers Unite!
Calling all PokéMasters who want to be the designers of the future! Use 
your Pokémon imagination and bring your ideas to life. Begin by creating 
your own digital Pokémon-style custom playing-card game. Progress to 
designing action figures, jewelry, and toys in professional-level modeling 
software. Learn how to prepare a model for 3D printing and create a de-
sign portfolio to showcase your work. No prior experience is necessary 
and 3D designs will be available on a password-protected Black Rocket 
website to share with friends and family. You will work in pairs or teams 
for most of the program.
Ages 8–11
6/10–6/14 Mon–Fri 3:30–6 PM Class ID: 16987 
Deadline: 6/3 ONLINE $189
7/22–7/26 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 16988 
Deadline: 7/15 ONLINE $189
Ages 11–14  
6/10–6/14 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 16986 
Deadline: 6/3 ONLINE $189
7/22–7/26 Mon–Fri 3:30–6 PM Class ID: 16989 
Deadline: 7/15 ONLINE $189

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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Roblox Coders
Discover the Lua coding language while designing experiences in Ro-
blox, an online universe where you can create anything you dream of. 
This class combines game design concepts, coding, and fun! As a new 
developer, you’ll learn to use Roblox’s Studio software to reimagine 
the popular game genres with your own custom code. Student-created 
games will be available on a password-protected Black Rocket website to 
share with friends and family. You will work in pairs or teams for most of 
the program.
Ages 8–11
6/17–6/21 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 16990 
Deadline: 6/10 ONLINE $189
7/15–7/19 Mon–Fri 3:30–6 PM Class ID: 16993 
Deadline: 7/8 ONLINE $189
Ages 11–14  
6/17–6/21 Mon–Fri 3:30–6 PM Class ID: 16991 
Deadline: 6/10 ONLINE $189
7/15–7/19 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 16992 
Deadline: 7/8 ONLINE $189

YouTube Content Creators
Find your voice and leave your mark on the world! It’s time to start your 
career as the next YouTube star. Explore the variety of content and per-
sonalities that exist on YouTube and how to find your own niche. Learn 
the dos and don’ts of the platform and how to practice good digital citi-
zenship. Develop your on-camera presence, your own channel branding, 
and professional editing skills. Take home a plan for launching your own 
channel with the content created in class! Student projects will be avail-
able on a password-protected Black Rocket website to share with friends 
and family. You will work in pairs or teams for most of the program.
Ages 8–11
6/24–6/28 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 16998 
Deadline: 6/17 ONLINE $189
7/8–7/12 Mon–Fri 3:30–6 PM Class ID: 17001 
Deadline: 7/1 ONLINE $189
Ages 11–14  
6/24–6/28 Mon–Fri 3:30–6 PM Class ID: 16999 
Deadline: 6/17 ONLINE $189
7/8–7/12 Mon–Fri 12–2:30 PM Class ID: 17000 
Deadline: 7/1 ONLINE $189

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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college for kids 
College for Kids makes learning fun. Your kids will love our interactive classes in science, technology, art, math, coding, robotics, writ-
ing, and more! 

CFK classes and schedule

June 17–27, 12:45–2:45 PM
class ID   ages 

16392 Engineering With Legos 6–7
16396 Ctrl-Z Robotics Camp 7–10
16080 Kids in the Kitchen 7–10
16378 Build It From Scratch! 8–10
16121 Creative Coding  8–10
16116 Dare to Draw 8–10
16129 Make Your Own Movie 8–10
16081 Be a Puppeteer 8–13
16101 Messy Scientists 9–11
16112 Art in Motion 10–13
16082 Comics, Cartoons, and Zines 10–13
16372 Expressive Art for Creative Minds 10–13
16084 Pawsitively Pets 10–13
16124 Chemistry Matters 11–13
16754 Digital Sculpting 11–13

June 17–27, 3–5 PM
class ID   ages 

16095 Checkmate! Learn to Play Chess 6–9
16099 Messy Scientists 6–9
16111 Art in Motion 7–9
16753 Ag Survivor 7–10
16393 Engineering With Legos 8–10
16126 Incredible Apps 8–10
16123 Adventures With Paper 8–13
16086 Lights, Camera, Action 9–13
16379 Discover Programming  10–13
16114 Master Chef 10–13
16377 Body Biology 11–13
16122 Creative Coding 11–13
16117 Dare to Draw 11–13
16756 Karate 11–13
16130 Make Your Own Movie 11–13

July 8–18, 12:45–2:45 PM
class ID   ages 

16394 Engineering With Legos 6–7
16102 Messy Scientists 6–9
16374 Make It 3D 7–9
16397 Ctrl-Z Robotics Camp 7–10
16083 Kids in the Kitchen 7–10
16119 Minecraft: Architects and Engineers 8–10
16118 Dungeons and Dragons and Dice, Oh My! 8–13
16092 Dare to Paint 9–11
16110 Jazz Clinic 10–13
16376 3D Needle Felt Art 10–13
16085 Pawsitively Pets 10–13
16109 Sculpt It 10–13
16755 Digital Sculpting 11–13
16127 Incredible Apps 11–13

July 8–18, 3–5 PM
class ID   ages 

16090 Dare to Paint 6–8
16105 Sculpt It 7–9
16395 Engineering With Legos 8–10
16103 Messy Scientists 9–11
16088 Lights, Camera, Action 9–13
16097 Checkmate! Learn to Play Chess 10–13
16373 Expressive Art for Creative Minds 10–13
16375 Make It 3D 10–13
16115 Master Chef 10–13
16113 Beat Basics: Music Production Studio 11–13
16757 Karate 11–13
16120 Minecraft: Architects and Engineers 11–13
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adventure & discovery

  Ag Survivor, ages 7–10
You’re stranded in Illinois on your journey to paradise, and you must sur-
vive challenges in food production, animal care, and weather prediction 
to get there. You’ll grow your own food, learn the biosecurity of animals 
and how poop is made, keep plants and flowers alive with pollination, 
and develop severe-weather experiments. A winner for each challenge 
will be recognized, along with a smoothie party to celebrate surviving. 
May you all survive being stranded in Illinois!
Allergy alert.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16753 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

  Body Biology, ages 11–13
Would you like to understand how your body works? Have you won-
dered how you have the energy to play your favorite sports or how you 
can react so quickly while playing video games? Explore our body sys-
tems, learning how they keep us safe, energized, thinking, and growing. 
Hands-on activities will help you learn about the functions of each of the 
body systems, including a few dissections. Learn how our bodies work 
while we jump into human physiology!
Closed-toe shoes required.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16377 
Deadline: 6/3 $189 

Checkmate! Learn to Play Chess
Get ready to capture your opponent’s king or queen in an exciting game 
of chess, one of the world’s most popular strategy games. As a beginner, 
you’ll learn opening principles, basic checkmates, how the pieces move, 
and how to notate a chess game. Play against friends and watch your 
confidence and problem-solving skills grow. Each day includes practice 
time and resources to use outside of class.
All equipment provided.
Ages 6–9
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16095 

Deadline: 6/3 $189
Ages 10–13  
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16097 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Chemistry Matters, ages 11–13
Warning: This is not your average science class! Get ready for a fast-
paced class with daily hands-on experiments that lead you to discover 
why chemistry matters. Explore what makes a chemical element and 
why and how reactions occur. Using your newfound power of scientific 
observation, you’ll conduct various experiments in chromatography, 
polymers, flame testing, and the chemical structure of water. This class 
emphasizes lab safety. All experiments will be conducted under the adult 
supervision of the instructor and classroom assistant.
Closed-toe shoes required.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16124 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

  Karate, ages 11–13
Get a taste of the fundamentals of karate from 25-year veteran mar-
tial artist Ryan Rocha. Ryan holds four black belts and state champion 
awards. You’ll learn essential strikes, blocks, and key exercises to im-
prove your power and timing. More importantly, you’ll also learn how to 
be more confident in your daily life through self-exploration.
Wear comfortable clothing and bring a water bottle.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16756 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16757 

Deadline: 6/24 $189

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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Kids in the Kitchen, ages 7–10
Do you dream of becoming a world-class chef? Or would you like to 
learn how to use something in the kitchen other than the microwave? 
Join this CFK favorite and discover how math, science, and art all play a 
role in cooking! Master basic cooking skills, perfect the precision of bak-
ing, and gain an understanding of kitchen and food safety skills. A variety 
of dishes will be prepared, including a few CFK traditions.
Allergy alert. Bring a 3-cup lidded container each day.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16080 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16083 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Master Chef, ages 10–13
Do you prefer watching cooking shows over cartoons? Do you find your-
self feeding others and preparing a new dish in the kitchen in your free 
time? Join us and put your culinary skills to the test! You should already 
understand basic measurement techniques, basic knife skills, and basic 
cooking techniques. You’ll be preparing more advanced recipes that will 
require you to work at a faster pace than those in Kids in the Kitchen, so 
you should be familiar with how to read a recipe. We recommend that 
you have completed Kids in the Kitchen or another culinary class before 
enrollment.
Allergy alert. Bring a 3-cup lidded container each day.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16114 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16115 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Pawsitively Pets, ages 10–13
Are you looking for ways to show your family that you will be a respon-
sible pet owner or caregiver? Become an expert in understanding your 
pet’s daily needs and keeping your pet healthy. Observe and interact 
with animal ambassadors from the Champaign County Humane Society 
so you’ll understand pets’ body language and emotions.
Allergy alert: interaction with animals and pet dander.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16084 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16085 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Messy Scientists
It’s time to get messy and have fun exploring the world of science! You 
will investigate the properties of science through wacky experiments. 
Explore chemistry by making dancing pasta and jelly volcanoes. Learn 
about the properties of water by designing an aqua filter. Investigate 
how molecules work by making elephant toothpaste. Prepare to make a 
mess and discover how the world around us works.
Bring a smock or an old T-shirt to get messy! If possible, bring a small glass 
jar with lid, an empty 16-ounce soda bottle, an empty 2-liter soda bottle, 
and an empty paper towel roll.
Ages 6–9
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16099 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16102 
Deadline: 6/24 $189
Ages 9–11  
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16101 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16103 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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build & compute

  Build It From Scratch! ages 8–10
Explore your creativity and let your ideas flourish in MIT’s block-based 
programming environment, Scratch. From storytelling to animation 
to your own artistic design, you will have the opportunity to learn the 
fundamental concepts of writing code that bring your visions to life. 
The ready-to-use click, drag, and drop features of Scratch programming 
make coding feel more like putting together a colorful puzzle. Will the 
result be an interactive game or will it be an artistic masterpiece? It’s up 
to you!
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16378 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

Creative Coding: Games, Storytelling, and 
Simulations
Using Microsoft’s MakeCode Arcade and MIT’s Scratch, you’ll use these 
free online coding systems to create various interactive programs. These 
platforms use Blocky code, colorful connectible shapes that snap togeth-
er and represent common programming statements and flows. With a 
click of a button, the system allows you to view the actual Python code 
that the blocks represent. Design and construct a variety of creations, 
including games, interactive stories, and even simulations, using your 
imagination and new coding skills.
Ages 8–10
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16121 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
Ages 11–13  
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16122 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

Ctrl-Z Robotics Camp, ages 7–10
Do you love science, technology, math, and engineering—better known 
as STEM? Do you like to know how things work? Join us for an engaging 
hands-on experience to learn about coding, designing robots, complet-
ing challenges, troubleshooting, and more! Activities will include egg 
drop, marshmallow bridge, and small-group build sessions using EV3 and 
SPIKE Prime Lego robotics kits. Led by our hometown world champion 
FIRST robotics team Ctrl-Z 4096!
All equipment is provided.
6/17–6/27  Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16396 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18  Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16397 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

  Discover Programming:  
Is It an Art or Science? ages 10–13
Discover the art of programming through a variety of contexts. Using the 
Hour of Code curriculum from code.org, you will have the opportunity 
to engage in writing block-based programs to solve puzzles with themes 
like Star Wars, recreate the popular game Flappy Bird, generate dazzling 
geometric artwork, and model biological ecosystems. In all contexts, you 
will uncover the fundamental concepts of writing code while crafting 
your knowledge set to prepare for future coding endeavors.
Bring email address on first day to create code.org account.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16379 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

Incredible Apps
Create powerful apps for iOS using Thunkable, a block-based coding lan-
guage. Design an app from beginning to end, screen by screen. Add design 
elements such as buttons, text, and images to create a fully functional app 
for a mobile device. Perfect for the beginner; no experience needed.
Ages 8–10
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16126 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
Ages 11–13  
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16127 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Minecraft: Architects and Engineers
Develop your cultural, historical, and geographical knowledge and skills 
in electronics and invention. Design and build a connected network 
of small villages styled with internationally inspired buildings such as 
Japanese pagodas, French chateaus, and Islamic courtyards and gardens. 
Next, populate the spaces with regionally specific plants, animals, and 
other geographic features. Finally, use Redstone dust and devices to 
create automated doors, lighting effects, transportation systems, and 
other machine-like creations.
Ages 8–10 
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16119 
Deadline: 6/24 $189
Ages 11–13  
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16120 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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design & create

  3D Needle Felt Art, ages 10–13
Did you know that you can create art using wool? Needle felting uses 
a hooked needle and various types of wool to create a 3-dimensional 
piece of art. The needle creates knots and binds the wool into whatever 
creation you’d like. Starting with basic forms and building upon them, 
you’ll create an amazing piece of art. If you love art, you won’t want to 
miss this opportunity to learn a unique artistic skill.
All supplies are included.
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16376 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Adventures With Paper, ages 8–13
Are you creative and expressive with art? Discover traditional printmak-
ing techniques to create your own stamps, posters, greeting cards, and 
more!
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16123 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

  Art in Motion
Get ready to move while making art! You’ll be inspired by things in 
motion all around you while learning about contemporary artists. Create 
large-scale drawings with your body in motion using charcoal, along with 
creating mini wearable sound suits from beads, bells, and other objects. 
You’ll also learn painting, pastel, printmaking, and sewing techniques.
Ages 7–9 
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16111 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
Ages 10–13  
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16112 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

Comics, Cartoons, and Zines, ages 10–13
Have you ever wanted to create your own comic book? You can star in 
your own comic book as a comic artist and writer! Learn to tell stories, 
design characters, and put it all together in your very own comic zine. 
You’ll be guided through the process of developing skills in illustration, 
visual style, and editing of drawings.
No drawing experience is necessary.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16082 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

  Digital Sculpting, ages 11–13
Learn the fundamentals of 3D digital sculpting from professional digital 
artist, Ryan Rocha. Merge your artistic vision with proven 3D design prin-
ciples to create your own tangible three-dimensional creation.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16754 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16755 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Dare to Draw
Build your sketchbook drawing skills by daring yourself to use various 
drawing tools and processes. Experiment with graphite, pastels, water-
color pencils, sharpies, gel pens, and surfaces. Expand your knowledge 
by learning different point perspectives and ways to draw using grid 
methods. Your artwork will leap off the page as you learn about perspec-
tive, scale, and design.
Ages 8–10
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16116 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
Ages 11–13  
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16117 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

Dare to Paint
Let your imagination fill your canvas as you dare to paint! Your instruc-
tor will teach you to use a variety of paint types, including acrylics, 
tempera, and watercolor. Learn to properly hold and use brushes, mix 
your own palette of colors, and use common and nontypical surfaces to 
create exciting works of art.
Ages 6–8 
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16090 
Deadline: 6/24 $189
Ages 9–11  
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16092 
Deadline: 6/24 $189
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Sculpt It
There are endless possibilities when it comes to sculpting! Use fun and 
interesting materials to shape, construct, and create large and small 
sculptures. Discover how to construct with cardboard, recyclable mate-
rials, wire, and papier-mâché. Gain inspiration from famous artists and 
use your creativity to design all kinds of amazing sculptures.
Ages 7–9
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16105 
Deadline: 6/24 $189
Ages 10–13  
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16109 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

  Expressive Art for Creative Minds, 
ages 10–13
Do you want to go on a vibrant journey where creativity knows no 
bounds? Discover the magic of expressive arts, where you’ll explore 
painting, drawing, collage making, and other imaginative arts in unique 
ways. With a focus on self-expression and discovery, get ready to em-
brace the weird and expect the unexpected!
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16372 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16373 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Engineering With Legos
This foundational Lego class will inspire curious students and future 
engineers. Begin with reading diagrams and then progress to learning 
how motion and force work. You’ll use hands-on investigation and 
problem-solving to build with Lego bricks, discover how simple motion 
sensors work, and gain basic computing and coding skills.
Lego equipment provided.
Ages 6–7
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16392 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16394 
Deadline: 6/24 $189
Ages 8–10  
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16393 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16395 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Make Your Own Movie
Be a part of a movie crew and write, produce, and edit your own 
mini-movie. Start your filmmaking experience by writing your own 
original storyboard. Then, using an iPad, gain experience using cool apps 
to record your video, take fun pictures during the production stage, 
and edit the footage into a high-quality movie. At the end of the session, 
show your movie at a premiere party for family and friends.
Ages 8–10
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16129 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
Ages 11–13  
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16130 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

  Make It 3D
Learn about and be inspired by artists throughout history. From Henri 
Matisse and Louise Bourgeois to Bisa Butler and Takashi Murakami, 
create various sculptures in media such as wire, clay, felt, paint, paper, 
and so many others!
Bring a smock or old T-shirt to get messy!
Ages 7–9
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16374 
Deadline: 6/24 $189
Ages 10–13  
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16375 
Deadline: 6/24 $189
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on & off stage

Be a Puppeteer, ages 8–13
Did you know puppetry, an ancient form of theatre, is very popular 
today? Learn basic puppet building and design techniques for bringing 
your unique hand puppets to life. You’ll practice puppetry performance 
techniques and learn to manipulate and move puppets in expressive 
ways. You’ll also gain experience in puppeteering for television and dis-
cover the ins and outs of creating puppetry performances.
Bring a pair of crazy colorful socks.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16081 
Deadline: 6/3 $189

Beat Basics: Music Production Studio, ages 
11–13
Turn up the volume, press record, and you’re on your way to becoming 
the next top music artist! As a budding music producer, you’ll learn to 
create, mix, and edit your own music in Parkland’s state-of-the-art Midi 
Music Computer Lab. Using Garageband, Incredibox, and Chrome Music 
Lab, you’ll experiment with finding your own beat and composing and 
producing music. You’ll quickly learn how to apply cool effects to make a 
unique sound.
Basic computer skills are required.
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16113 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Dungeons and Dragons and Dice, Oh My! 
ages 8–13
Ever wanted to learn how to play Dungeons and Dragons? Or find out 
what tabletop roleplaying games (TTRPG) are all about? Join us for an 
introduction to roleplaying games geared specifically for kids. Discov-
er the basics of RPGs with a “rules light” version of the ever-popular 
Dungeons and Dragons. Led by an experienced game master, you’ll learn 
about making characters, rolling the dice, and starting your adventure 
into roleplaying. Tabletop roleplaying is an amazing activity that teaches 
creativity, problem-solving, and social skills.
No previous knowledge of the game required.
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16118 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Lights, Camera, Action, ages 9–13
It’s your chance to make a real TV show! Learn the fundamentals of TV 
production with hands-on training in camera operation, switching, script 
writing, titling, and audio. Work with the crew to create and star in a 
TV program, which may be broadcast on Parkland College’s television 
channel, PCTV.
6/17–6/27 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16086 
Deadline: 6/3 $189
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 3–5 PM Class ID: 16088 
Deadline: 6/24 $189

Jazz Clinic, ages 10–13
Shake, rattle, and roll with CFK’s very own jazz combo. Under the direc-
tion of Stacey Peterik, you will learn the fundamentals of the jazz style. 
Try improvisation and learn about the big band sound and other forms 
of jazz as you improve your skills. This class is perfect for those who 
play a band instrument as well as those who play drums, piano, bass, or 
guitar.
All levels of musicians are welcome. At least one year of band instruction 
or private lessons is recommended but not required. Bring your instru-
ment. Music provided.
7/8–7/18 Mon–Thu 12:45–2:45 PM Class ID: 16110 
Deadline: 6/24 $189
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CFK registration information

Registration deadlines
Monday, June 3, for classes offered June 17–June 27
Monday, June 24, for classes offered July 8–18

Registration Tips
Improve your chances of enrolling your child in their favorite classes by 
registering them online and early.

Please enroll your child in age-appropriate classes. All students must 
meet the required age by the class start date. 

The cost is $189 per class, unless otherwise noted. Confirmation will be 
emailed once your registration is complete.

Class Cancellation
To receive a refund, you must cancel by June 3 for the June session or 
June 24 for the July session. 

College for Kids reserves the right to cancel any class not meeting the 
minimum enrollment. Cancellations will be made the day after the regis-
tration deadline. In the event of a cancellation, we will attempt to place 
your child into an available class with your permission.

Safety and Security
To maintain high standards of safety, College for Kids requires all stu-
dents to have a Parkland College photo taken on the first day of class.

Staff will provide supervision during and between class times for all 
College for Kids students.

If your child has any special needs and/or allergies, be sure to indicate 
these at the time of registration.

Reduced Tuition
Reduced tuition is available for students who receive free or re-
duced-cost lunch at school. For those who qualify, the cost is reduced 
by $30 per class. Proof of eligibility for free or reduced-cost lunch is 
required; you may request documentation from your child’s school. 
Documentation must be provided within one week of registration or the 
child will be dropped from the class.

To register and receive the reduced tuition, please use our online regis-
tration system. When checking out, enter the code LUNCH. Select AP-
PLY CLASS CODE and the price will be automatically adjusted. Continue 
by selecting CHECKOUT.

Scholarships
Scholarships are available for those who qualify for reduced tuition. 
Please print the scholarship form from parkland.edu/youth, or email 
communityeducation@parkland.edu for more information. Online 
registration is not available for scholarship applicants. Only one schol-
arship for one class will be awarded per student. Refunds will not be 
provided for classes awarded by scholarship. Community Education 
gratefully acknowledges financial support for scholarships from the 
Parkland College Foundation and others.

Drop-Off and Pick-Up
Classes begin at 12:45 pm and 3 pm. Students should be dropped off 
between 12:30 and 12:45 pm or between 2:45 and 3 pm. No students may 
be dropped off before 12:30 pm. Parents or guardians must check their 
child in on the first day of class.

Classes end at 2:45 and 5 pm. Late fees will be assessed at $1 per minute 
after 2:45 or 5 pm. If you know you will be late for pickup, please call 
217/351-2235 to notify staff. Those attending classes at both times will be 
supervised between classes.

Please see the map in this brochure for the drop-off and pickup location. 

four easy ways to register
ONLINE  Visit parkland.edu/ceRegister. Click Search for a Class and 
enter the class ID or class title. Note: You must set up a household pro-
file and list the parent or guardian as the primary account holder. Add 

your child and register him or her. Credit card payments only.

IN PERSON  Fill out the registration form, sign it, and bring it to 1315 N. 
Mattis Avenue in Champaign. Credit card/check/cash accepted. Monday–
Friday, 8 am–5 pm. CLOSED Fridays, June 7–July 26.

BY MAIL  Fill out the registration form, sign it, and mail it to 1315 N. 
Mattis Avenue, Champaign, IL 61821. Checks only or call to complete 
credit card transaction at 217/351-2235.

BY FAX  Fill out the registration form, sign it, and fax it to 217/351-5928. 
Please call 217/351-2235 to complete credit card transaction or appear in 
person to pay by check or cash.

Payment must be received before registration is confirmed.

http://parkland.edu/youth
mailto:communityeducation%40parkland.edu?subject=
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DiscoverU offers older students exciting, hands-on learning experiences that encourage them to explore po-
tential careers and expand their skills and talents.

Community Education gratefully acknowledges the financial support provided by Parkland’s Division of Ca-
reer and Technical Education (CTE), the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Grant.

Drop-Off and Pick-Up
Students may arrive 15 minutes before class. Parents or guardians must 
check their teen in on the first day of class if they are a minor. 

Students must be picked up promptly at the end of camp each day. 
Late fees will be assessed in the amount of $1 per minute after camp 
concludes. If you know you will be late for pickup, please call 217/351-2235 
to notify staff.

Reduced Tuition
Reduced tuition is available for students who receive free or re-
duced-cost lunch at school. For those who qualify, the registration fee 
is reduced by $30 per camp. Proof of eligibility for free or reduced-cost 
lunch is required; you may request this documentation from your teen’s 
school. Documentation must be provided within seven days of registra-
tion, or the teen will be dropped from the class. 

To register and receive the reduced tuition, please use our online regis-
tration system. When checking out, enter the code LUNCH. Select AP-
PLY CLASS CODE, and the price will be automatically adjusted. Continue 
by selecting CHECKOUT.

Scholarships
Scholarships are available for those who qualify for reduced tuition. 
Please print the scholarship form from parkland.edu/youth or email 
communityeducation@parkland.edu for more information. Online 
registration is not available for scholarship applicants. Only one schol-
arship for one camp will be awarded per student. Refunds will not be 
provided for camps awarded by scholarship. Community Education 
gratefully acknowledges financial support for scholarships from the 
Parkland College Foundation and others.

Class Cancellation
To receive a refund, you must cancel two weeks prior to the start of 
camp. 

Community Education reserves the right to cancel any camp not meet-
ing the minimum enrollment. Cancellations will be made the day after 
the registration deadline. In the event of a cancellation, we will attempt 
to place your teen into an available camp with your permission.

Safety and Security
To maintain high standards of safety, all DiscoverU students are required 
to have a Parkland College photo taken on the first day of camp.

Staff will provide supervision for all DiscoverU students during class times.

If your child has any special needs and/or allergies, be sure to indicate 
these at the time of registration.
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Ag Tech Academy, ages 14–18
Ag Tech Academy offers a unique and immersive learning experience in 
the field of agriculture. Engage in hands-on exploration, gaining practical 
insights into horticulture, precision agriculture, operating construction, 
and large agricultural equipment. Beyond the classroom, embark on field 
trips to key agriculture industry locations, gaining invaluable exposure to 
potential future employment opportunities in these specialized areas. Ag 
Tech Academy not only equips you with essential skills but opens doors 
to a promising career in the dynamic and evolving field of agriculture.
Lunch and a T-shirt are provided. Allergy alert. Bring a water bottle and 
wear closed-toe shoes.
6/4–6/6 Tue–Thu 9 AM–4 PM Class ID: 16108 
Deadline: 5/21 Location: PC-W115 $155

Automotive Camp
Do you love cars? Do you have the drive to learn how to maintain your 
own vehicle or explore a career as an automotive technician? Tinker with 
us at Parkland’s state-of-the-art facility, the Parkhill Applied Technology 
Center, where you will learn the basics of automotive technology. This 
hands-on camp will teach you how to complete a vehicle safety inspec-
tion and perform basic maintenance tasks.
T-shirt provided. Bring a water bottle and wear closed-toe shoes and long 
pants.
Ages 13–15
7/8–7/11 Mon–Thu 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16087 
Deadline: 6/24 Location: PC-T110 $195
Ages 16–18  
7/15–7/18 Mon–Thu 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16089 
Deadline: 7/1 Location: PC-T110 $195

  Culinary Thyme: Baking Roundup, 
ages 14–18
Are you ready to build your foundational baking skills? Knead, whisk, 
fold, and practice essential baking techniques that result in biscuits, 
breads, cookies, and pies. Get familiar with the techniques and ingredi-
ents that give you an opening into the world of baked treats. You’ll leave 
with recipes that you can recreate at home.
T-shirt, ingredients, and equipment provided. Allergy alert. Bring a 3-cup 
lidded container each day. Bring a water bottle and wear closed-toe shoes.
6/6–6/15 Thu & Sat 9 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16091 
Deadline: 5/23 Location: PC-X118 $189

  Culinary Thyme: International  
Cuisine, ages 14–18
Taste the adventure of travel as you learn to make signature dishes from 
around the world with Carolyn Mcintyre. You’ll practice various cooking 
techniques, knife skills, and learn kitchen safety. Share your excitement 
for trying bold flavors and ingredients with new friends as you make 
artful and delicious dishes inspired by French, Greek, and Italian cuisines. 
Re-create these dishes at home to share with family or friends.
T-shirt, ingredients, and equipment provided. Allergy alert. Bring a 3-cup 
lidded container each day. Bring a water bottle and wear closed-toe shoes.
7/25–8/3 Thu & Sat 9 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16093 
Deadline: 7/11 Location: PC-X118 $199

Drone Camp, ages 14–18
Take to the skies for an unforgettable summer at Parkland College’s 
drone camp, packed with adventure and hands-on activities. You will 
learn the internal workings of a drone and practice flying one in a simu-
lated environment. Discover basic FAA flying rules and the many uses for 
drones, including racing, videography, and search and rescue, furthering 
your interest in one of today’s fastest-growing industries. Show off your 
flying skills as you race your drone through an obstacle course.
T-shirt provided. Bring a water bottle, wear closed-toe shoes, bring a hat 
for sun protection, and wear sunscreen.
7/8–7/11 Mon–Thu 9 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16094 
Deadline: 6/24 Location: PC-W112 $189

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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First Gig Rock ’n Roll Camp, ages 10–18
Play in a band! Jam with the pros! Be a rock star! Led by musicians who 
have years of studio and live performance experience, you will find this 
camp stands out from any other summer program. Immerse yourself in 
the life of a rock star as you rehearse with your band and work with a 
professional band leader to develop your band’s live show. Make friends, 
fuel your passion for music, and have fun! Camp includes lunch, lunch 
talks with guest speakers, and conversations with local and regional art-
ists in the field of music. Camp will conclude with a live performance on 
Saturday, June 8, at a local venue. Details will be provided during camp.
Lunch is provided. Allergy alert. Camp ends at 3 pm on Friday, June 7. 
Register early if you are a drummer. There are limited spaces for drum-
mers. What to bring: Guitarists should bring an electric guitar, guitar strap, 
small amp, extra strings, guitar picks, and a cable. Bass players should bring 
an electric guitar, guitar strap, small amp, extra strings, guitar picks, and a 
cable. Drummers should bring a kit on the first day (it will remain secure 
for the duration of the camp), drumsticks, and a practice pad. Keyboard-
ists should bring a keyboard and stand. 
6/3–6/7 Mon–Fri 9 AM–5 PM Class ID: 16096 
Deadline: 5/20 Location: PC-C148 $359

Girls Rock! C-U, ages 8–18
Get ready to jam with the best. Girls Rock! C-U is an exciting and safe 
place for you to explore the musical, technical, and creative aspects of 
being a musician. Individual music lessons and playing in a band are all 
parts of this camp experience, as well as learning to team-build, commu-
nicate with peers, and comfortably express yourself. You will help form 
a band, write and record your own music, and play a gig in a real music 
venue. No music experience is necessary; beginning and intermediate 
levels are welcome. This camp is open to girls, people who identify as 
transgender, and people who identify as gender nonconforming. Camp is 
led by the talented women who make up Girls Rock! C-U.
You may bring your own instruments, amps, drumsticks, and such but are 
not required to have an instrument. Some loaner instruments will be avail-
able. You will be placed in bands according to band needs and may not be 
able to play your first choice of instrument. Camp ends on Friday, July 26, 
at 1 pm. A special and mandatory festival will be held at the end of camp 
on Saturday, July 27, for the campers to showcase what they’ve learned. 
More details to follow. To inquire about financial assistance from Girls 
Rock, contact girlsrockcu@gmail.com. Lunch and a T-shirt are provided. 
Allergy alert. 
7/22–7/26 Mon–Fri 8 AM–4 PM Class ID: 16104 
Deadline: 7/8 Location: PC-U140 $265

mailto:girlsrockcu@gmail.com
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Girls’ Quest Biology Camp, ages 12–15
Do you want to know how living things work? Then let’s dive into dissec-
tion! Did you know that earthworms breathe through their skin and their 
intestines span over half of their bodies? Did you know that mussels help 
clean water and are a good indicator of water quality? Did you know 
that a starfish can eject its stomach to digest food outside its body? 
Or that perch have an air-filled sac that helps control its depth in the 
water? Learn about each of these amazing creatures and their ecological 
significance while you gain confidence in performing a new dissection 
each day of camp.
All equipment and materials provided, including safety goggles. Experi-
ments are conducted under the supervision of a professional educator. 
T-shirt provided. Bring a water bottle and wear closed-toe shoes.
6/3–6/6 Mon–Thu 9 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16098 
Deadline: 5/20 Location: PC-L125 $189

Girls’ Quest Chemistry Camp, ages 12–15
Bring your curiosity and dive into hands-on lab experiments at Girls’ 
Quest Chemistry Camp! You will discover the origins of matter. Prepare 
to investigate the world of Madame Marie Curie, a pioneer in the field 
of chemistry and physics. Like Madame Curie, you’ll explore how and 
why reactions take place. You’ll investigate the many facets of polymer 
chemistry, identify unknown chemicals using a flame test, and use your 
knowledge of atomic structure to save the world in a chemistry escape 
room.
All equipment and materials provided, including safety goggles. Experi-
ments are conducted under the supervision of a professional educator. 
T-shirt provided. Bring a water bottle and wear closed-toe shoes.
6/10–6/13 Mon–Thu 9 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16100 
Deadline: 5/27 Location: PC-L125 $179

Stethoscopes and Scrubs: Health  
Professions Exploration, ages 14–18
Interested in a medical career? Immerse yourself in several clinical 
specialties in this interactive workshop. You’ll learn about the fields of 
medical assisting, respiratory care, and certified nursing assistance. 
Participate in hands-on activities that introduce these fields and tour 
Parkland College’s up-to-date labs. Gain an understanding of medical 
careers and the path that leads you to work in hospitals, clinics, surgical 
centers, operating rooms, and home health care centers.
Lunch and T-shirt provided. Allergy alert. Bring a water bottle and wear 
closed-toe shoes.
6/17–6/18 Mon & Tue 9 AM–3 PM Class ID: 16141 
Deadline: 6/3 Location: PC-L143 $179
7/15–7/16 Mon & Tue 9 AM–3 PM Class ID: 16142
Deadline: 7/1 Location: PC-L143 $179

Vet Med Camp, ages 14–18
Experience the exciting world of veterinary medicine and discover what 
it takes to become a veterinarian or veterinary technician. You will 
discover what modern veterinary medicine is all about through presen-
tations, demonstrations, and interactive work. Gain hands-on experience 
conducting physical exams, performing lab work, reading X-rays, and 
studying blood and other samples through the lens of a microscope. As 
an aspiring veterinary professional, you will get to practice basic surgical 
skills, including proper gowning and gloving procedures, suturing skills, 
and giving injections. What to bring? Your passion for animals and sci-
ence. We’ll provide the rest!
T-shirt provided. Bring a water bottle and wear closed-toe shoes. Field trip 
on the last day of camp to the University of Illinois Veterinary Medicine 
department.
6/3–6/6 Mon–Thu 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16106 
Deadline: 5/20 Location: PC-L160 $179
7/22–7/25 Mon–Thu 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16107 
Deadline: 7/8 Location: PC-L160 $179  
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development
personal

health & wellness 
Beginner Line Dancing
Learn classic line dances and get in some great exercise. You’ll have so 
much fun learning or improving on some of the classic line dance moves 
that you’ll forget you’re burning calories, too! Studies show line dancing 
lessons greatly help with memory, balance, cardiovascular fitness, and 
vertigo. Plus, it’s a ton of fun! Dances include the cupid shuffle, electric 
slide, and watermelon crawl.

“Rena’s class was fun. It was great learning all those dances—great for 
cardio and for the memory!” —Line Dancing student
Bring a clean, dry pair of shoes to wear during class.
9/9–9/30 Mon 5:30–6:30 PM Class ID: 16892 
Deadline: 9/2 Location: PC-P105 $69

Core and More
The core muscles (abs, back, and other muscle groups around the 
midsection) are responsible for posture, balance, and stability. With 
AFAA-certified instructor Rena Leake, learn and practice exercises that 
strengthen your middle muscles.
Bring a yoga mat.
8/21–10/9 Wed 5:30–6:30 PM Class ID: 16896 
Deadline: 8/14 Location: PC-P105 $89

  Introduction to Taekwondo
Recognized as one of the oldest forms of martial arts, taekwondo will 
teach you how to defend yourself through kicks and hand strikes. Tae-
kwondo is all about discipline for mind, body, and soul. Working out and 
practicing martial arts can help you improve your brain health, manage 
weight, reduce the risk for disease, strengthen bones and muscles, 
increase your daily energy, and improve your ability to do everyday ac-
tivities. In this beginner-level class, you’ll gain confidence and discipline 
as you learn the techniques needed for effective self-defense techniques.
Bring a yoga mat and wear comfortable clothing.
9/9–10/16 Mon & Wed 7–8 PM Class ID: 16908 
Deadline: 9/2 Location: PC-P105 $109

RAD System of Self-Defense
Acquire skills that increase your awareness, reduce your risk, and 
improve your avoidance. Then progress to basic hands-on self-defense. 
Your certified instructors will lead you through realistic self-defense tac-
tics and techniques for women. The final session will include a hands-on 
defense simulation with an attacker in a safe environment.
Limited to individuals identifying as female. Those ages 12 to 15 will require 
two registrations, one for themself and one for an adult female. They must 
attend all sessions together. A parental consent form must be completed 
to participate. Those ages 16 to 17 must have a parental consent form 
completed to participate.
7/22–8/12 Mon 6–9 PM Class ID: 16883 
Deadline: 7/15 Location: CE $99

Water Aerobics
Experience increased flexibility, strength, and endurance each week. 
Relieve stressed muscles and joint pain. With water aerobics pro Jo 
Rodriquez, participate at your own comfort level and enjoy the process.
9/10–10/22 Tue 12–12:45 PM Class ID: 16884 
Deadline: 9/3 Location: ES $79
9/12–10/24 Thu 12–12:45 PM Class ID: 16886 
Deadline: 9/5 Location: ES $79
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  Heartsaver First Aid CPR AED
Designed for those with little or no medical training who need a course 
completion card for a job requirement or who want to be prepared for 
an emergency in any situation. Infant and toddler CPR will also be cov-
ered. Upon completion you will be issued an American Heart Association 
Course Completion Card.
This course is ideal for community groups, new parents, grandparents, 
babysitters, and others interested in learning how to save a life.
8/27 Tue 6–9 PM Class ID: 16928 
Deadline: 8/20 Location: CE $85
9/21 Sat 8–11 AM Class ID: 16929 
Deadline: 9/14 Location: CE $85

  Strength and Vitality for Living
Designed for those age 50+. Learn how to develop lifestyle habits that 
promote and support strength and vitality for living, including mindset, 
sleep, nourishment, hydration, movement, and connection. Each week 
you’ll touch on the current best practices and then focus on specific 
movements, thought patterns, breathing, and more that will allow you to 
develop and strengthen habits for strong and vital daily living. All classes 
will include aspects of posture, mobility, strength, and balance.
Wear comfortable clothes.
9/18–10/23 Wed 10–11:30 AM Class ID: 16925 
Deadline: 9/11 Location: CE $99

Understanding Alzheimer's and Dementia
Alzheimer's disease is not a normal part of aging. Join us to learn about 
the impact of Alzheimer's, the difference between Alzheimer's and 
dementia, stages and risk factors, current research and treatments avail-
able for some symptoms, and Alzheimer's Association resources.
8/13 Tue 6–7:30 PM Class ID: 16917 
Deadline: 8/6 Location: CE FREE

Cultivate Calm Through Mindfulness and 
Meditation
Improve focus, decrease stress, and discover inner balance. Learn valu-
able tools and techniques that will help you establish the framework for 
successfully practicing mindfulness and meditation on your own. This 
class covers meditation and mindfulness foundations and introduces 
you to pause practice and body scan techniques. All backgrounds are 
welcome; the class features accessible content everyone can understand 
and apply to any belief system.
Bring a yoga mat.
7/17–7/31 Wed 6–7 PM Class ID: 16900 
Deadline: 7/10 Location: CE $59

Yoga Basics
Suitable for everyone, this class will refresh your fundamental yoga skills 
and help you learn what this proven form of exercise is all about. Certi-
fied Instructor Jaclyn Jones will take you through postures, paying close 
attention to details to ensure you are maximizing your form and breath 
awareness. Increase strength, flexibility, balance, and focus. You’ll also 
learn relaxation techniques and stress reducers to apply to daily life.
Bring a yoga mat and two yoga blocks.
8/20–10/8 Tue 5:30–6:30 PM Class ID: 16902 
Deadline: 8/13 Location: PC-P105 $89

Yoga: Beyond the Basics
Take your yoga practice to the next level. This class is for those with 
some yoga experience who want to deepen their practice. Build on 
the skills learned in Yoga Basics and explore asanas (postures) to 
build strength and flexibility, mindful transitions, dynamic exercises 
to increase balance, breathing practices (pranayama), and meditation 
techniques. 
Bring a yoga mat and two yoga blocks. This class is suitable for those who 
have completed Yoga Basics or a similar course or three months of regular 
yoga practice. Please contact us if you aren’t sure whether you meet the 
requirements.
8/22–10/10 Thu 5:30–6:30 PM Class ID: 16903 
Deadline: 8/15 Location: PC-P105 $89

Chair Yoga
Become strong, stable, secure, and balanced through LV chair yoga with 
Robin Goettel. Learn how practicing yoga also provides a sense of calm, 
better concentration, and increased patience. Become familiar with 
specific yoga postures and their benefits in a safe environment as Robin 
shows you how to adapt moves for varying levels of flexibility. Mind-
ful chair yoga can help you move gradually into a state of inner peace 
through breathing techniques and restorative relaxation poses.
8/9–9/20 Fri 10:30–11:20 AM Class ID: 16904 
Deadline: 8/2 Location: CE $79
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Infusing the Magic of Folklore Into Everyday Wellness Practices $148
Delve into the fascinating world of traditional healing beliefs and customs, and explore how wellness experts are incorpo-
rating the benefits of nature into modern wellness care. From herbs to crystals and connecting with nature and others, 
you will learn about techniques that can be applied to your daily life. By the end of this series, you will have the tools to 
judge for yourself the power of these natural techniques and how they can contribute to your overall well-being. Join us 
for an eye-opening journey into the world of nature-based wellness. Register for all four and SAVE!

  Kitchen Magic
The kitchen is often considered the heart of the home. It’s where we 
prepare our food and a place we gather to share it. But with our busy 
schedules, many of have gotten away from cooking and the magic it can 
bring. In folklore and folk traditions, not only do teas, herbs, and meal 
preparation techniques nourish our bodies, but some say they have 
medicinal properties as well. Explore the stories and practices associated 
with everyday herbs and cooking techniques, and think about ways to 
bring some of the rituals and intentions back into your meals. You’ll also 
have the chance to create your own herbal blends and take home a few 
samples.
9/10 Tue 6–8 PM Class ID: 16933 
Deadline: 9/3 Location: CE $49

  The Magic of Everyday Rituals
As we navigate modern life, it’s easy to feel overwhelmed and discon-
nected from ourselves and our sense of purpose. Research shows 
that belonging and meaning are key factors in longevity. People use 
rituals and ceremonies to help them feel connected and grounded. 
Explore some older traditions that demonstrate how creating simple 
but intentional practices can make a big difference in your day-to-day 
experiences. Discover ways to connect to yourself, others, nature, and 
the collective consciousness. Leave with a list of practical, easy-to-imple-
ment ideas that fit your lifestyle and your goals.
9/24 Tue 6–7:30 PM Class ID: 16934 
Deadline: 9/17 Location: CE $39

  Tea Magic
Tea is more than just an afternoon pick-me-up. Herbal blends, called 
infusions, can have medicinal properties and can be an important part of 
a holistic health practice. In this session, you will explore types of tea, the 
health benefits of drinking tea, and how to brew the perfect cup. Discuss  
creating tea rituals that help you achieve your health and lifestyle goals 
and hold a meditative, intention-setting tea ritual you can do at home. 
You’ll also have the chance to sample various herbal tea blends.
10/8 Tue 6–8 PM Class ID: 16935 
Deadline: 10/1 Location: CE $49

  The Mystic Arts:  
History, Lore, and Application
Crystals, reiki, astrology, tarot—the mystic arts are everywhere these 
days. But what is all this stuff and why is it all over social media feeds? In 
this session, explore the history, lore, and modern applications of some 
of the common divination tools. You will also explore some of the theo-
ries around why, when, and how these practices might work. Leave with 
the tools to judge for yourself.
10/29 Tue 6–8 PM Class ID: 16936 
Deadline: 10/22 Location: CE $49



arts & crafts 
Barn Quilt Painting
No barn? No problem! Join the barn quilt movement by creating your 
own painted quilt block for beautiful décor you can use on the inside 
or outside of your home. A variety of colors will be available to choose 
from at the start of class. You’ll begin with a pre-primed board and move 
through each step—drafting, taping, and painting—with careful atten-
tion to detail. Once the painting begins, you’ll work at your own pace. 
Instructor Jane Cade will discuss how to properly seal your finished 
piece after the paint has dried for 48 hours. Leave with a 20-by-20-inch 
quilt block to keep for yourself or share your talents and give someone 
the perfect gift!
Several paint color palettes will be available to choose from. Paint is $2 per 
color. Typically, four colors are needed. Cash or credit card payment will 
need to be made to instructor at the start of class. Bring a 12-inch ruler or 
yardstick and hairdryer.
8/23 Fri 8:15 AM–12:30 PM Class ID: 16899 
Deadline: 8/9 Location: PC-X115 $99

  Basket Weaving: The Bees’ Knees
This cute basket makes a great little catchall. The basket starts with 
weaving a filled base. Techniques include twining, start-and-stop weaving, 
continuous weaving, and the use of leather handles. A pretty gold and 
silver bee embellishment makes this basket special for you or the bee 
lover in your life. The accent colors are gold and black. Great for any 
weaving level! Finished product dimensions: width 6.5 inches, length 9 
inches, height 3.5 inches. 

“The instructor worked closely with us and was able to personally walk us 
through the exercise and give us feedback throughout the entire course.” 

—Basket Weaving student
Dress for a mess. Water and dyed reed will be used. Baskets will not be 
stained during class, but staining techniques will be discussed.
9/14 Sat 8:30 AM–12:30 PM Class ID: 16919 
Deadline: 9/7 Location: CE $89

Book Folding: Pumpkin Design
Create your own fall décor—a sculpture—out of an old book. Join 
instructor Michelle Haselhorst as she takes you through the folding 
process step by step to create a beautiful 3D pumpkin design. Learn the 
techniques to get you started creating beautiful works of art.
Books and materials provided. You may bring your own book that’s at least 
380 pages.
10/5 Sat 8:30 AM–12:30 PM Class ID: 16878 
Deadline: 9/28 Location: PC-X115 $49

Ceramics: Beginning Wheel Throwing
Develop and improve your throwing skills, including centering, opening, 
and pulling vessels. Then form cylinders, bowls, and other shapes. You’ll 
also learn how to evaluate form and how it serves a vessel’s function. It’s 
a great opportunity to hone basic techniques of throwing and expand 
your skills in all aspects of pottery. Final class on 8/31 will be project 
pickup day.
Class tool kits and clay must be purchased before the first class from Art 
Coop at 150 Lincoln Square, Urbana. Expect to pay approximately $50 for 
supplies. In addition to supply kit, bring to class an apron, towel, coffee 
canister, or small tub for water.
8/3–8/31 Sat 10 AM–12:30 PM Class ID: 16913 
Deadline: 7/27 Location: PC-C193 $159

Custom Cards
There’s just something special about receiving a hand-crafted card. You 
know someone took extra time and care to create something just for 
you. This is your chance to create unique cards with instructor Mark 
Butler. This is a great introduction to the crafting world if you are 
unsure of your skills. Mark will provide the cards in prepared kits, so you 
don’t have to worry about buying materials or dealing with any of the 
mess. He’ll guide you through easy-to-follow steps to create beautiful 
hand-crafted cards. You’ll even have time for a special bonus craft! Plan 
to take home four unique cards and a bonus craft.
All materials and supplies provided.
9/25 Wed 6–8 PM Class ID: 16879 
Deadline: 9/18 Location: CE $29

Colored Pencils
Add another dimension to your original drawings with colored pencils. 
Artist instructor Jackie Tice will introduce you to color theory and prac-
tical techniques for colored pencils. Through the use of still life, photo, 
and observation, she will help you develop your skills and eye for color, 
allowing you to nurture your own vision.
A supply list will be provided.
7/11–8/15 Thu 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16889 
Deadline: 7/4 Location: PC-C186 $149
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Digital SLR Photography
Show the world what you see through the lens of your digital SLR cam-
era. Professional photographer Mike Heiniger will offer suggestions 
and guidance on capturing beautiful details, unique angles, and perfect 
perspectives with various subject matter in this interactive, hands-on 
experience. Equipment discussions and group critiques will help you 
shoot with greater confidence and a keener eye.
Bring your single-lens reflex camera, lenses, and accessories.
7/30–8/13 Tue 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16881 
Deadline: 7/23 Location: CE $99

Introduction to Hot-Glass Lampworking
Make blown-glass objects using a benchtop torch in the private studio 
of glass artist Jason Mack. You will make and take home a few cus-
tom-made pieces of your own as you learn the basics. Jason will guide 
you through your projects while discussing the best types of tools and 
glass for the craft and necessary safety precautions. Your craftwork 
will be one of a kind, and you’ll be ready to return for more.
All materials and equipment are included. Closed-toe shoes are required. 
Wear cotton, khaki, or denim clothing; no polyester. A water bottle is 
recommended.
7/13 Sat 10–11:30 AM Class ID: 16914 
Deadline: 7/6 Location: Mack Glass $89
7/24 Wed 7–8:30 PM Class ID: 16915 
Deadline: 7/17 Location: Mack Glass $89
8/14 Wed 7–8:30 PM Class ID: 16916 
Deadline: 8/7 Location: Mack Glass $89

Mixed Media: Art and Text in the  
Visual Journal
Discover the possibilities of the visual journal, which combines art and 
text to express your thoughts and feelings. Visual journals can be used 
for mindfulness, reflection, creative writing, and more. Whether you’re 
a beginner or a seasoned artist, you’ll learn approaches that will help 
free personal expression as you practice various art journaling tech-
niques. Write from prompts and use collage, paint, and other media. 
Walk away with a great start on your mixed-media art journal.
A supply list will be provided.
8/20–9/3 Tue 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16907 
Deadline: 8/13 Location: PC-C186 $99

  Nature-Inspired Art
Want to get a little crafty but don’t know where to start? Use nature to 
inspire your work! In this class designed with beginner artists in mind, 
enjoy painting on acorns, rocks, gourds, and wood slices. Create floral 
sugar skull designs, leaf and log stamp canvases, and more. All mate-
rials provided but students are welcome to bring their own materials 
from nature to use.
All materials provided.
9/21 Sat 9 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16941 
Deadline: 9/14 Location: PC-C186 $89

  Painting Flowers Simplified
Painting flowers can be intimidating because of their complexity. In this 
class, students will focus on eliminating unnecessary information, look 
past the details, and use shapes of light and shadow to create the form. 
Paula McCarty, MFA, will conduct the workshop.
Appropriate for advanced beginner and intermediate painters. A supply 
list will be provided. New students can expect a materials list of ap-
proximately $130; existing painters may need to augment their current 
supplies.
7/10–7/31 Wed 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16932 
Deadline: 7/3 Location: PC-C190 $149

Painting the Still Life
Still life painting is an exceptional way to explore the fundamentals of 
paint and painting. The focus of this workshop is direct observation of 
simple still life objects to create single-session paintings. You will learn 
about tonal and chromatic development, materials, and the handling of 
paint. You can use either acrylic or oil paint. Paula McCarty, MFA, will 
conduct the workshop.
Appropriate for beginner and intermediate painters. A supply list will be 
provided. New students can expect a materials list of approximately $130; 
existing painters may need to augment their current supplies.
9/4–9/25 Wed 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16910 
Deadline: 8/28 Location: PC-C190 $149

Portrait Drawing I
One of the biggest requests for the beginning artist is “Can you draw 
me?” In this class, professional artist Jackie Tice will help you do just 
that. Each week will focus on a different element, technique, or skill 
that allows you to capture the likeness of any subject.
A supply list will be provided.
9/5–10/10 Thu 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16890 
Deadline: 8/29 Location: PC-C186 $159

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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culinary 
  Bake a Cake From Scratch

Not only are homemade cakes healthier than store-bought versions, 
but they can be more economical too. Additionally, baking your own 
allows you to experiment with flavor combinations and create one that 
is unique to your tastes. Start your cake-baking journey by creating a 
delicious vanilla cake from scratch.
Bring a container for your finished 8-inch round cake.
9/21 Sat 1–4 PM Class ID: 16931 
Deadline: 9/14 Location: PC-X118 $79

  Checkerboard Cookies
These delicious buttery cookies are a perfect treat for any occasion 
and make an impressive display. Practice the proper techniques to cut 
and pair the dough to ensure an even design every time. No need to 
make up your mind about chocolate or vanilla with these cookies—you 
get to enjoy the delicious pairing of flavors in one!
Bring two lidded containers.
8/13 Tue 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16926 
Deadline: 8/6 Location: PC-X118 $79

  Cheese Soufflé
Get ready to elevate your culinary game with the one and only cheese 
soufflé! Picture this: a heavenly creation that’s light as a cloud and 
bursting with flavor. We’re talking about a French masterpiece that’s 
as impressive as it is delicious. Don’t stress about a souffle flop—we’ve 
got the tips and tricks to help you master this savory sensation. Get 
ready to wow your taste buds and impress your guests with this 
show-stopping dish!
9/10 Tue 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16927 
Deadline: 9/3 Location: PC-X118 $89

  Cookie Decorating for Fall
Learn the basic skills and tools to be a cookie artist. As you become fa-
miliar with the tools of the trade, you’ll decorate several cookies using 
outline and flood techniques, and you’ll practice those techniques with 
various frosting consistencies. Work on wet-on-wet designs and, of 
course, use sprinkles to enhance your works of art. You will take home 
approximately five frosted cookies.
Bring a lidded container. All materials provided.
9/18 Wed 6–9 PM Class ID: 16888 
Deadline: 9/11 Location: PC-X118 $79

  Pie Dough Creations
You’ll be creating delicious sweet and savory delights in no time! Learn 
to make a small free-form rustic fruit tart, and, while that’s baking and 
providing a wonderful aroma, you’ll whip up a gruyere, thyme, and 
caramelized onion pocket pie. Say goodbye to those typical frozen pie 
crusts from the store and enjoy the flaky goodness of a homemade 
dough.
Bring two lidded containers.
9/24 Tue 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16921 
Deadline: 9/17 Location: PC-X118 $79

Fitness Center
Exercise on your own schedule! You will have access to cycles, treadmills, free weights, Univer-
sal equipment, and more.  

• Cardio equipment: treadmills, ellipticals, upright and recumbent cycles, StepMills, Waves, 
VersaClimber, and rowing machines (most include a smartphone docking station, built-in 
cable TV, and touch screen) 

• Strength training: Keiser power rack, inlaid Olympic platform, bumper plates, sandbells, 
PowerBlocks, turf area, dumbbells, kettlebells, ropes, medicine balls, and push–pull systems 

• Upper-level walking track that’s free to anyone during fitness center hours

Fall Fitness Center Hours
August 19–December 13 (Closed September 2 and November 28–29)
Monday–Thursday 7 AM–7 PM; Friday 7 AM–5 PM; Saturday 8 AM–12 PM; Sunday CLOSED
Class ID: 16937 Location: PC-P130 $99
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Vintage American Desserts  $210
Indulge in a delectable journey through time where vintage American desserts take the spotlight! Get ready to satisfy 
your sweet tooth and taste buds with a delightful twist from the past. Don’t miss out on this sweet opportunity to 
experience the magic of old-fashioned treats brought to life in a modern setting. Join us for a mouthwatering adven-
ture that will leave you craving more. Register for all three and SAVE! 

“Doris did an excellent job organizing and planning a way to allow the class to experience all parts of a normal 6-hour 
process in just 2.5 hours! Very impressive.” —Pastry student

  Pineapple Upside-Down Cake
Get ready to have your taste buds do the hula dance because we’re 
diving into the delicious history of pineapple upside-down cakes! In the 
roaring ’20s, Dole Pineapple Company shook things up by hosting a 
pineapple recipe contest that sparked a sweet revolution. Fast-forward 
to today, and this dessert sensation is still causing a stir with its perfect 
blend of caramelized pineapple, buttery goodness, and a cake so moist 
it’ll make you say, “That’s just how the pineapple crumbles!”
Bring two lidded containers.
8/22 Thu 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16938 
Deadline: 8/15 Location: PC-X118 $79

  Baked Alaska Flambé
Commemorate the U.S. purchase of the Alaska Territory in 1867 with this 
classic dessert recipe. Created by the legendary chef Charles Ranhofer, 
this dessert is a true masterpiece that perfectly blends the flavors of ice 
cream, jam, and sponge cake. Learn the keys to success, enabling you to 
create a glossy, igloo-shaped meringue that perfectly wraps around the 
ice cream dome.
Bring two lidded containers.
9/5 Thu 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16939 
Deadline: 8/29 Location: PC-X118 $79

  Boston Cream Pie
Step into a world of decadence and history with this iconic pie. Two 
layers of luscious sponge cake embrace a velvety vanilla custard center 
topped with a rich chocolate glaze or a dusting of confectioner’s sugar. 
The Parker House Hotel in Boston proudly boasts its 1856 creation, 
courtesy of French chef Sanzian. Learn to make your own sweet piece of 
American history and celebrate the official Massachusetts state dessert, 
every bite a perfect blend of cake and pie.
Bring two lidded containers.
9/19 Thu 6–8:30 PM Class ID: 16940 
Deadline: 9/12 Location: PC-X118 $79
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home & garden 
Overwintering Honeybee Hives
Winters are tough on honeybees. Many hives don’t make it through 
the Illinois winter without beekeepers’ help. This class will highlight 
measures that beekeepers can take to improve their bees’ chances of 
survival. Learn about winter feeding, hive insulation, ventilation, and 
other essential preparations, including a technique for making winter 
sugar boards. Don’t miss this opportunity to learn how to protect and 
help your honeybees survive the most critical time of the year.
This class is for beekeepers and those concerned with honeybee survival.
9/11 Wed 6–8 PM Class ID: 16898 
Deadline: 9/4 Location: CE $29

Udderly Great Dairy Goat Products
We’re not kidding! Learn how to make a variety of goat milk products 
such as queso blanco, fromage blanc, chevre, mozzarella, kefir, and yo-
gurt. Our instructor operates a small family farm that produces and uses 
natural goat milk at home, and she’s excited to share her knowledge with 
you. This is a great way to expand your culinary skills.
Wear closed-toe shoes.
6/20 Thu 5:30–8:30 PM Class ID: 16773 
Deadline: 6/13 Location: Joy of Illinois Farm $89

Music Ensembles 
Community instrumentalists and vocalists are invited to join. Enrollment 
open through mid-October. Audition is required. Each ensemble is $35. 
Register by contacting the Arts, Media, and Social Sciences department 
at 217/351-2217.

Choral Ensemble/ Parkland Chorale
8/20–12/3 Tue 5–7:45 PM CMS 442-001 Location PC-C142

Instrumental Ensemble/Wind Ensemble
8/20–12/3 Tue 6:30–9:15 PM CMS 446-001 Location: PC-C148

Instrumental Ensemble/Orchestra
8/19–12/2 Mon 7–9:45 PM CMS 447-001 Location: PC-C148

Instrumental Ensemble/Concert Band
8/22–12/5 Thu 7–9:45 PM CMS 448-001 Location: PC-C148

Jazz Ensemble/Small Jazz Ensemble
8/19–12/2 Mon 3–5:45 PM CMS 469-001 Location: PC: C148

Guitar Ensemble
8/21–12/4 Wed 6–8:45 PM CMS 484-001 Location: PC: C142
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language & writing 
Latin: The Gateway Language
The Latin language is rich in history and culture, providing a strong 
foundation for language learning (both ancient and modern). It does 
have a well-deserved reputation for being difficult to learn. But what if 
you could master a small portion of Latin grammar and vocabulary and 
gain a sense of what the language is all about? What if you could dis-
cover that you are already familiar with a bit of Latin morphology, even 
without knowing what that means? Gain knowledge that will enrich your 
heart forever and inspire you with an appreciation for your intelligence 
and for the miracle that is human language.
To get the most out of this class, you should plan to commit 10 to 15 min-
utes each day for practice and review. Bring a notebook and pen or pencil. 
Handouts will be provided.
9/10–10/15 Tue 6–7:30 PM Class ID: 16882 
Deadline: 9/3 Location: CE $79

Instant Italian
This dynamic course will teach you how to express yourself comfortably 
in Italian. You’ll read, hear, and practice dialogues of everyday words that 
will teach you to communicate in a variety of settings.

“I found the information in the class to be extremely useful and just the 
thing that I needed to be able to go to Italy and communicate in an 
understandable and basic way. Professor Bertoldi’s explanations were clear, 
and the additional information available for each lesson was very helpful.” 

—ed2go student
Register at ed2go.com/pc.
7/17–8/23 24 hours ONLINE  $115
8/14–9/20 24 hours ONLINE  $115
9/11–10/18 24 hours ONLINE  $115

Memoir Writing
Your life story is unique and should be recorded for you and your family. 
With Shirley Splittstoesser, learn seven styles for writing memoirs and 
choose the style that is right for you. Shirley will teach shortcuts to 
successful writing, inexpensive self-publishing, and a memorable means 
for handing out your story.
Bring a pack of index cards and a pen or pencil.
8/21–8/28 Wed 10 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16877 
Deadline: 8/14 Location: CE $59

Writing for Children
Discover what you need to know to write for children. If you are a 
beginning writer, this course will help you transform your book idea into 
a finished product. If you are already a successful writer, this course will 
help you explore new opportunities and markets for your work. You will 
explore the changing world of children’s literature and understand the 
various formats, including picture books, chapter books, middle-grade 
novels, and young adult novels. Get insights from publishing profession-
als and gain a better understanding of the needs of today’s market. Re-
ceive valuable tips about creating your manuscript and practice writing 
a query letter to submit to a publisher. By the time you finish this course, 
you will have all the tools and resources you need to begin navigating 
the world of children’s publishing and to continue growing as a writer 
for children.
Register at ed2go.com/pc.
7/17–8/23 24 hours ONLINE  $115
8/14–9/20 24 hours ONLINE  $115
9/11–10/18 24 hours ONLINE  $115

American Sign Language I
Some hands speak volumes. Learn American Sign Language, including 
the manual alphabet and common individual signs, with a focus on 
understanding deaf culture.
This course may be taken for credit or as noncredit; indicate at registra-
tion. Residency fees apply. To register, contact Admissions at 217/351-2482.
8/19–12/4 Mon & Wed 6–7:50 PM ASL 111-001 
Location: PC-C239

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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money matters 
Your Prosperity Picture: Women’s  
Financial Workshop
Sign up with another female friend for this interactive workshop, where 
you’ll kick back with some pizza and walk away with everything you need 
to transform your financial vision into reality. Prosperity is about being 
successful—not just with your money but with your life—and this work-
shop focuses on both. Designed to help you overcome the obstacles of 
negative thinking about money and being stuck in financial patterns that 
aren’t working, this session will help you clarify your vision of your life and 
money, refresh your motivation, and be ready to take action.
Price per pair. Salad, pizza, and nonalcoholic drinks will be provided. Sign 
up with another female friend—the class is structured to work in a pair 
with someone you know.
9/19 Thu 6–8 PM Class ID: 16920 
Deadline: 9/12 Location: CE $15

Stocks, Bonds, and Investing, Oh My! 
Looking for a good solid class in the basics of stocks, bonds, finance, and 
investments? Haven’t the slightest clue how to prepare for retirement, 
pay for college, or even manage your personal finances? And do you wish 
you could do it all without having to pay a broker or a financial advisor? 
Well, look no further. The class you need is right here. Stocks, Bonds, 
and Investing, Oh My! is an enjoyable class that walks you through the 
fundamentals of investing. Not only does the course teach you about the 
stock markets, 401(k) plans, and retirement, but it also addresses personal 
financial issues that are often ignored but essential to your success as an 
investor. Each lesson explains these concepts in detail so you understand 
how and why things work in the investment world. Provide yourself with 
the independence and confidence you will need to make your own invest-
ment decisions. 
Register at ed2go.com/pc.
7/17–8/23 24 hours ONLINE  $125
8/14–9/20 24 hours ONLINE  $125
9/11–10/18 24 hours ONLINE  $125

Real Estate Investing 
Have you heard the saying “Buy low, sell high”? News stories about the 
softening real estate market might scare away novice investors, but expe-
rienced investors recognize weak markets as opportunities to pick up bar-
gains. In many areas, now is the time to buy before prices start climbing 
again. Learn how to make money in any area, in good times and bad, even 
if you have little money to start with. Real Estate Investing includes special-
ly designed worksheets and hands-on activities to take the guesswork out 
of your investing efforts. Start developing a plan for your own investing 
efforts based on proven methods used every day by full-time professional 
real estate investors. You will learn how to invest in foreclosures, manage 
a rehab project, and build your team of real estate professionals (title 
officers, lawyers, accountants, mortgage brokers, appraisers, and more). 
This course also explores the effects of higher interest rates and covers 
alternative strategies for a changing market. By the end of the course, you 
will be working toward your first (or next) deal.

“This class is excellent. I’m so glad I took it. Josh presents his information 
in entertaining and organized steps that even a newbie such as me found 
interesting and understandable. His training includes hands-on exercises 
that help build a solid foundation for real estate investing. I am recom-
mending it to friends and members of my family. I will take any other class 
from Josh.” —ed2go student
Register at ed2go.com/pc.
7/17–8/23 24 hours ONLINE  $125
8/14–9/20 24 hours ONLINE  $125
9/11–10/18 24 hours ONLINE  $125

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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history 
  American Civil War Museum Presents 

Diabolical Designs: The Story of  
Dahlgren’s Raid
From the papers found on the body of Ulric Dahlgren to the disappear-
ance of his corpse, the story of Dahlgren’s thwarted raid bears witness 
to the fact that truth is indeed stranger than fiction. This tale of bizarre 
happenings is told through the use of PowerPoint in this live virtual pre-
sentation by the American Civil War Museum.
6/18 Tue 1–2 PM Class ID: 16022 
Deadline: 6/11 ONLINE $15

day trips 
  I & M Canal: Now and Then Tour

Compare water travel in 1848 with that of today. First you’ll take a trip on 
the I & M Canal boat, a replica of an 1840s mule-powered packet boat. Af-
ter your voyage, enjoy the hearty boat captain’s lunch, catered and served 
in the I & M Canal Visitor Center (vegetarian and gluten-free options are 
available on request). Then, you’ll take a trip to the Starved Rock locks and 
see how it accommodates the barges of today. A guide will join you on 
your 15-minute trip between the two sites. The Illinois Waterway Visitor 
Center offers a look at 20th- and 21st-century water travel and is a great 
place to view Starved Rock without all the traffic.
Lunch included. Menu: Southern fried chicken, Caesar salad, mashed 
potatoes with gravy, brownie. No refunds after 8/21. If mobility/accessibility 
is an issue for you, please contact our office with any questions before 
registering. 
9/11 Wed 9:15 AM–5 PM Class ID: 16922 
Deadline: 8/28 Location: CE $119

recreation 
Introduction to Orienteering
Learn to find your way to various checkpoints with the aid of a map and 
compass. Orienteering truly is a sport for everyone. Some courses are on 
paved paths, and some are on more rugged terrain, all the way to bush-
whacking courses. Learning to read a map with a compass is also a fun skill 
to learn. You’ll join instructor Matt Plutz in the classroom for some basic 
introductions to map and compass reading. Then you’ll have a chance to 
practice your newly acquired skills on a field course at Lake of the Woods 
in Mahomet, Illinois.
Activity level: Plan to walk 3 to 4 miles for the field portion of the class. 
Much of this will be on uneven ground. To best prepare, wear comfortable 
shoes and pants because you may walk through some areas of tall grass or 
brush. Bring a water bottle.
9/26–9/28 Thu 6–8 PM & Sat 10 AM–1 PM Class ID: 16911 
Deadline: 9/19 Location: CE & Lake of the Woods $69

armchair travel 
  Croatia: Castles and Mediterranean 

Climate Attract Tourists
Join us on adventures near and far as our presentations give you unique 
perspectives of travelers’ experiences. Croatia and Slovenia declared 
independence from Yugoslavia in 1991. The remaining four republics 
followed, and Yugoslavia disappeared into history. Visit Croatia’s fairy-tale 
castles and medieval forts. Scenes from Game of Thrones were filmed in 
Croatia. Croatia is known for its black truffles and white truffles harvested 
with the help of trained dogs or pigs. Brijuni is an island group that is a 
national park known for its Mediterranean climate. The climate and loca-
tion attracted successive conquering groups throughout the ages. Walk 
through the remains of a Roman villa or snorkel the Brijuni Underwater 
Educational Trail and see Roman ruins among the myriads of fish. Diocle-
tian’s well-preserved palace in southern Croatia is the size of a fortress. It 
expanded to become the city of Split, Croatia.

“Refreshments were fun. The instructor was cheerful and enthusiastic. I 
could’ve listened to her longer. She put a personal touch on the tour.”       

—Armchair Travel student
9/17 Tue 1:30–3 PM Class ID: 16894 
Deadline: 9/10 Location: CE $15

We are going places! Look online for up-
coming trips. parkland.edu/ceRegister

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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technology
computers &

basics

Beginner Beginner Computers
Start with the basics: Learn the simplest functions of a computer, import-
ant terminology, and efficient use of the mouse. Become more comfort-
able with the keyboard as you practice your skills each week, growing in 
confidence. Students rave about instructor Jane Bateman’s patience and 
warm, helpful manner.
8/21–9/11 Wed 1–3 PM Class ID: 16901 
Deadline: 8/14 Location: CE $89

Keyboarding
If you want to learn touch-typing or improve your existing typing skills, this 
is the perfect course for you! In these lessons, you’ll use the Keyboarding 
Pro 5 program, a typing tutorial designed for personal computers, to learn 
how to touch-type—that is, to type text you read from a printed page or a 
computer screen without looking at your keyboard.
With the skills you master here, you’ll become faster and more confident 
at the keyboard. By the end of the course, you’ll know how to touch-type 
the alphabetic, numeric, and symbol keys; create, save, and edit word 
processing documents; and succeed at a timed writing test during a job 
interview.
“This course was perfect! I can finally type! Being proficient at typing will 
enable me to take more advanced computer courses. I have been hand-
icapped by my poor typing abilities until now. Thank you very much for 
providing such a useful tool.” —ed2go student
Register at ed2go.com/pc.
7/17–8/23 24 hours ONLINE  $125
8/14–9/20 24 hours ONLINE  $125
9/11–10/18 24 hours ONLINE  $125

  Blogging and Podcasting for Beginners
Blogging and Podcasting for Beginners will teach you how to plan and 
create your very own blog and podcast. Through hands-on exercises, you 
will discover the benefits of using free web tools like Blogger, WordPress, 
Audacity, and YouTube. You will find that creating a blog and podcast is 
much easier than you ever imagined. First, you will learn how to develop 
a plan for the content, setup, maintenance, and use of free blogging soft-
ware like Blogger and WordPress to put that plan into action. After that, 
learn how to record a professional-sounding audio podcast with a very 
simple recording tool you already have. You will edit the file with another 
free software program, add music to it, and then post it online for others 
to enjoy. Finally, you will find out how to record a video podcast. You will 
edit it, add special effects, drop it in a podcasting-safe music file, and then 
publish it online.
Register at ed2go.com/pc.
ONLINE, self-paced; begin upon registration $125

  Put AI to Work for You: Using  
Artificial Intelligence to Boost Productivity
Dive into the fascinating world of artificial intelligence as you get hands-on 
experience in putting this tool to work for you! Discover the secrets of 
prompt engineering (how to get this tool to do what you want it to do) 
and the four human touchpoints you need to know when reviewing AI 
output. It’s a journey into the heart of AI. If you create written content, this 
is your ticket to unleashing the power of AI in your work.
8/28 Wed 5–8 PM Class ID: 16947 
Deadline: 8/21 Location: CE $199

FOLLOW US ON 
SOCIAL MEDIA

Parkland College Community Education
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desktop applications

  Intro to Microsoft SharePoint
Unlock the power of Microsoft SharePoint. Learn to configure, access, 
and navigate content; master list-view modifications; and synchronize data 
with MS Office apps. Get hands-on experience creating profiles and tags 
for your site. Dive into the ultimate collaboration tool for businesses with 
expert guidance.
Bring your own laptop with access to SharePoint or have a login to 
Microsoft 365 with access to SharePoint.
8/6–8/8 Tue & Thu 5:30–7 PM Class ID: 16956 
Deadline: 7/30 Location: CE $99

Excel Essentials
Learn the basic and essential concepts of formulas, functions, and short-
cuts for Microsoft Excel in this hands-on class. Become familiar with creat-
ing, modifying, formatting, and printing worksheets. Practice data files will 
be provided for you to apply your new skills, knowledge, and confidence. 
The small class size allows for conversation and instruction from Wendy 
Barker.
7/15–7/17 Mon & Wed 1–3 PM Class ID: 16948 
Deadline: 7/8 Location: CE $125

“As a busy professional, time is valuable. In just a 2-hour class, I walked 
away with several practical takeaways that will save those hours countless 
times over. The instructor was clear and communicative.” —Excel student

Excel: Format Like a Pro
Do you want to make your worksheets look professional and engaging as 
well as easy to read? Learn the ins and outs of formatting as well as simple 
tips and tricks to quickly clean up your spreadsheets. Learn shortcuts to 
adjust column and row sizing, apply special number and date formats, use 
font color, fill cells, add borders effectively, apply cell styles, master format 
painter, and discover conditional formatting.
8/6 Tue 1–3 PM Class ID: 16949 
Deadline: 7/30 Location: CE $125

Excel: Function, Function, What’s Your 
Function?
Do you want to get more out of Excel? Have you ever needed to pull specific 
data out of a spreadsheet? Ever thought to yourself, Isn’t there an easier 
way? Unravel the mystery of functions by exposing the most useful ones 
in Excel. You will start with logical functions (IF, SUM IF, SUM IFS) to help 
you create comparisons in your formulas. From there, you will move on to 
conditional functions (AND, OR) to quickly highlight important information 
in a spreadsheet. Discover how to find and retrieve data with the VLOOKUP, 
HLOOKUP, MATCH, and INDEX functions and learn how they will assist you 
in tables of data, along with more valuable features of Excel.
9/10–9/12 Tue & Thu 1–3 PM Class ID: 16950 
Deadline: 9/3 Location: CE $125

for business

  Introduction to QuickBooks Online
Manage the financial aspects of your small business quickly and efficiently 
using QuickBooks Online. This course will give you hands-on experi-
ence recording income and expenses; entering checks and credit card 
payments; and tracking your payables, inventory, and receivables. You 
will learn to use key features of QuickBooks Online and gain hands-on 
experience creating invoices, receipts, and statements; tracking payables, 
inventory, and receivables; and generating reports. Whether you are new 
to QuickBooks or need a quick refresher, this course will empower you to 
take control of your business’s financial accounting, all with the ease and 
convenience of an online platform.
Register at ed2go.com/pc.
ONLINE, self-paced; begin upon registration $139

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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Web Development Fundamentals $195
Master the building blocks of the web with our comprehensive Web Development Fundamentals Series. Dive into 
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript fundamentals across three courses that will equip you with essential skills for crafting 
dynamic and engaging websites. From structuring content with HTML to styling layouts with CSS and adding interac-
tivity with JavaScript, this series provides a solid foundation for aspiring web developers. Learn at your own pace, with 
hands-on exercises and expert guidance. Enroll now and embark on your journey to becoming a proficient web devel-
oper. Register for all three and SAVE!

  HTML Fundamentals:  
Building Blocks of the Web
Discover the essential elements of web development with our 
introductory course on HTML. Delve into the syntax and structure 
of HTML documents, mastering the use of tags to create dynamic 
web content. Through hands-on demonstrations, learn to build basic 
HTML web pages from scratch, gaining practical skills that form the 
foundation of modern web development. Engage in live demos to 
reinforce learning, and unleash your creativity as you craft person-
alized web pages. Whether you’re a beginner or seeking to enhance 
your coding skills, this course provides the perfect starting point for 
your journey into the dynamic world of web development. Join us and 
unlock the power to shape the digital landscape with HTML.
7/27 Sat 10 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16963 
Deadline: 7/20 Location: CE $79

CSS Fundamentals:  
Crafting Dynamic Web Designs
Embark on a journey into the world of web design with our CSS 
Fundamentals course. Building on your HTML foundation, learn how 
to breathe life into your web pages through the power of cascad-
ing style sheets (CSS). Engage in live demonstrations as we explore 
essential styling techniques, including selectors and their application, 
the cascading nature of styles, and the impact of common properties 
on HTML elements. While focusing on the basics, we’ll also touch on 
more advanced topics such as Bootstrap, Grid, and Flexbox, setting 
the stage for further exploration. Whether you’re a budding design-
er or a seasoned developer, this course equips you with the skills to 
transform static web content into visually captivating experiences. 
Join us and unleash your creativity in the realm of web design.
8/24 Sat 10 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16964 
Deadline: 8/17 Location: CE $79

JavaScript Fundamentals: 
Adding Interactivity to Web Pages
Building on your HTML and CSS knowledge, delve into the world of 
dynamic user interaction. Discover the fundamentals of JavaScript 
syntax, exploring functions, expressions, and the event-driven nature 
that powers web development. Through hands-on exercises, learn 
to implement user interactions such as click counters, CSS proper-
ty modifications, and even file uploads, empowering you to create 
engaging and interactive web experiences. Gain insights into scripting 
and implicitly typed programming languages, laying the groundwork 
for further exploration. Whether you’re a novice seeking to enhance 
your skills or a seasoned developer aiming to expand your toolkit, 
this course equips you with the knowledge to bring your web pages 
to life. Join us and unlock the full potential of web development with 
JavaScript.
9/21 Sat 10 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16965 
Deadline: 9/14 Location: CE $79
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development
professional

business & management 
  A to Z Grant Writing

A to Z Grant Writing will take you through the planning process for 
documenting the need for funding in a Theory of Change Grant Project 
Planning Worksheet. Beginning with writing about what will be imple-
mented (your vision for change and impact) when the project is funded, 
the worksheet begins to come to life. Exploring why funding is needed is 
the beginning of articulating the statement of need. You will learn how to 
document your projection of how, when funded, your project will initiate 
change. Once you’ve created the project’s goals, the worksheet asks for 
inputs or resources (mirroring a logic model’s format). Your thought 
processes and imagination will be tested in the implementation activities 
and timeline section. You’ll also have a chance to develop outputs and 
outcomes for the planned project. Finally, you’ll learn how to develop a 
project budget. Where does all this lead? Every lesson is one step closer to 
having 100% of the information you’ll need to write a highly competitive 
grant proposal. Additional features include six teachable moments videos 
and six branching scenarios in which you choose your own adventure to 
fuel your creative thinking processes.
Register at ed2go.com/pc.
ONLINE, self-paced; begin upon registration $125

  Designing Online Instruction
Learn about the online instruction environment, envisioning and devel-
oping a web course, phases of design and development, design guidelines, 
and more. Discover the principles behind the adoption of technology 
innovation and the nature of the online learning environment. Then get 
tips for planning your online course, identifying resources, and using de-
sign guidelines. Discuss the phases of design and development and models, 
motivating student-to-student interaction, and managing interaction. Get 
the latest information on copyright issues, assessment, and evaluation. 
Your instructor is a coauthor of the book The Online Teaching Survival 
Guide, which you will receive in the mail.
7/1–7/26 ONLINE Class ID: 16402 
Deadline: 6/24 $195

Financial Analysis and Planning for 
Non-Financial Managers
With the demands of daily operations, non-financial managers may put 
financial reports on the shelf. But take a look at some of the most admired 
companies like Apple, Google, and Berkshire Hathaway. Sure, they are 
evaluated by their products, innovation, and culture, but they wouldn’t 
be in the limelight without profits. Money matters! This course will help 
you build on your understanding of financial concepts and help you 
establish your role in the financial success of your organization. Designed 
for non-financial managers, business owners, entrepreneurs, and other 
decision-makers, this advanced course will take the mystery out of money 
matters. Throughout this course, financial information that drives your or-
ganization, as seen on the business’s reports, will be assessed and analyzed. 
An understanding of this information will help you make smart decisions 
when it comes to budgeting, setting goals, and assessing performance in 
your own area of influence.
8/5–8/30 ONLINE Class ID: 16421 
Deadline: 7/29 $195

  Difficult Conversations and  
Documenting Employee Actions
An effective performance program is beneficial to both the employer and 
the employee. It helps employees correct any shortcomings with the goal 
of becoming a valuable, contributing member of the workforce. Documen-
tation created as a result of the discipline process can also help protect an 
employer if a termination or other adverse employment decision becomes 
necessary.
7/31 Wed 12–2 PM Class ID: 16953 
Deadline: 7/24 Location: CE $99

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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  Performance Reviews
Master the art of crafting impactful performance reviews with our course 
tailored for supervisors. Learn proven strategies and techniques to 
communicate feedback effectively, set clear expectations, and motivate 
your team members to excel. Discover how to structure reviews for 
maximum clarity and impact, ensuring they align with individual goals and 
organizational objectives. Explore best practices for delivering construc-
tive criticism with empathy and tact, fostering a culture of continuous 
improvement and professional growth. Gain insights into overcoming 
common challenges and navigating sensitive conversations confidently 
and professionally. Whether you’re a seasoned manager or new to the role, 
this course provides invaluable skills to elevate your performance review 
process and empower your team to reach new heights of success. Join us 
and unlock the power of transformative feedback in driving organizational 
excellence.
7/25 Thu 12–2 PM Class ID: 16952 
Deadline: 7/18 Location: CE $99

Interviewing Basics for Managers
The process of interviewing candidates can be a daunting task for man-
agers. It requires a deep understanding of legal considerations, effective 
communication skills, and the ability to assess candidate qualifications 
accurately. This course equips aspiring and novice managers with the 
fundamental knowledge and practical strategies for conducting successful 
interviews.
8/7 Wed 12 PM–1:30 PM Class ID: 16951 
Deadline: 7/31 Location: CE $99

marketing  
& sales 

  YouTube for Business
Find out what types of video work best on the platform; how other busi-
ness organizations are using it; how to create your own YouTube channel; 
and the techniques of adding captions, annotations, and other features.
YouTube can enhance your current marketing and communication strat-
egy. You will learn proven strategies and techniques for making YouTube 
work for your organization. 
7/1–7/26 ONLINE Class ID: 16419 
Deadline: 6/24 $245

Unleash Your Creativity With Canva:  
Beginner
This class is all about giving you hands-on experience and guiding you 
through the basics of Canva with dedicated instructor support. Learn how 
to use its essential features to create awesome designs and get step-by-
step instruction and coaching so you feel comfortable and confident in 
Canva. This class is best for users who haven’t used Canva or have very 
limited experience using it. Turn your ideas into amazing visuals with confi-
dence! A Canva Pro account is recommended but not necessary.
To get the most out of this course, sign up for a free Canva account at can-
va.com. You will be able to explore the most features with a Pro account, 
but a free account will work as well.
7/17–7/31 Wed 5:30–7 PM Class ID: 16945 
Deadline: 7/10 Location: CE $199

Unleash Your Creativity With Canva:  
Advanced
Learn how to effectively use Canva, the leading graphic visual editor, to 
create visually stunning designs for your brand or business. You’ll walk 
away with hands-on experience and practical tips as well as knowledge of 
design principles you can put to work as you design your next marketing 
or promotional piece. This class is best for users who have a good grasp of 
some of Canva’s features but would like to explore everything Canva has 
to offer so they can take their designs to the next level. The class will in-
clude instruction on Canva Magic Studio. A Canva Pro account is strongly 
recommended for this course.
To get the most out of this course, sign up for a Canva Pro account, which 
is the paid version. You will be able to explore the most features and do 
advanced work with the Pro subscription.
8/7–8/21 Wed 5:30–7 PM Class ID: 16946 
Deadline: 7/31 Location: CE $199

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
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career training 
Introduction to Voiceovers:  
Getting Started in Voice Acting

“Wow, you have a great voice!” Have you heard that more times than you 
can count? Do you listen to your favorite audiobooks, commercials, or 
cartoon characters and think, I could do that? Want to earn income using 
your talents from the comfort of your home? If so, you could have what 
it takes to begin working as a professional voiceover artist. Explore the 
industry with your instructor, a professional voice actor from Voices For 
All, in a one-on-one video chat setting. Discover current trends in the voi-
ceover industry and how easy and affordable it can be to set up and work 
from home. Learn about various types of voiceovers and the tools you’ll 
need for success. Your instructor will take notes as you read a real script 
and offer coaching to improve your delivery. You’ll receive a professional 
voiceover evaluation later. This is a one-time, 90-minute introductory 
class. Learn more at voicesforall.com/ooo.
ONLINE class will be scheduled AFTER registration  
Class ID: 16381 $49

  Travel Agent:  
Build a Successful Business
Whether you are a newcomer to the travel industry or an experienced 
agent struggling to find success, this comprehensive course will help you 
build a thriving travel business. Tuition includes access to course curric-
ulum, videos, twice-monthly live mentoring calls, and travel agency com-
munity access for one year. Led by award-winning travel agent Jennifer 
Wayland, who has more than 25 years of industry experience, this course 
will guide you through the essential aspects of becoming a successful 
travel agent. By the end of the course, you’ll have the knowledge and 
tools necessary to create a turnkey travel business marketing system. This 
course isn’t just about learning; it’s about empowering you to make your 
mark in the travel industry.
7/1–9/30 ONLINE Class ID: 16954 
Deadline: 6/24 $695

continuing  
education 
Food Protection Manager Certification
Previously referred to as the Food Service Sanitation Manager Certifica-
tion, this program meets the eight-hour course and exam requirements by 
the Illinois Department of Public Health for the Certified Food Protection 
Manager Certification. Prepare to take the ServSafe Food Protection Man-
ager Certification exam and cover the following topics: 

• Preventing cross-contamination 
• Cleaning and sanitizing 
• Safe food preparation 
• Receiving and storing food 
• Methods of thawing, cooking, cooling, and reheating food 
• HACCP (hazard analysis and critical control points) 
• Food safety regulations  

The course and exam are through ServSafe, administered by the National 
Restaurant Association. 
Exams can be taken in English, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, Japanese, and 
Canadian French. The course is taught in English.
7/22 Mon 8 AM–5 PM Class ID: 15424 
Deadline: 7/15 Location: CE $229
9/16 Mon 8 AM–5 PM Class ID: 15425 
Deadline: 9/9 Location: CE $229

UAS Certification Exam Prep
Get licensed to fly drones commercially! Take your business to new 
heights and discover new opportunities through commercial drone 
use. Drones’ safety, efficiency, and cost benefits make them increasingly 
attractive for a range of business and government functions: marketing, 
agriculture, real estate, media, special events, and inspections. The Federal 
Aviation Administration requires drone operators to pass a UAS (un-
manned aerial system) aeronautical knowledge test in order to fly drones 
commercially. Discover what UAS operators need to know about regula-
tions, airspace, weather, and more.
For an additional $175, you may also register to take the FAA certification 
written exam. Instructions on registering for the FAA exam will be sent 
approximately three weeks before the start of the class. 
Register by June 5 to receive a $30 discount.
6/26–6/27 Wed 8 AM–5 PM & Thu 8–11 AM Class ID: 16073 
Deadline: 6/19 Location: CE $429
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National Green Infrastructure  
Certification Program
Expand your skills and knowledge of building, inspecting, and maintaining 
green infrastructure. The National Green Infrastructure Certification 
Program (NGICP) provides the base-level skill set needed for entry-level 
workers to properly construct, inspect, and maintain green stormwater 
infrastructure (GI). Landscaping, city planning, public works, and stormwa-
ter management can benefit from the knowledge and skills to ensure GI 
projects are installed and maintained properly to support long-term per-
formance and a positive impact on communities. Here are some benefits 
of becoming certified: 

• Increase your competitiveness in the job market.  
• Provide a pathway to higher-paying positions.  
• Demonstrate a commitment to supporting the sustainable perfor-

mance of GI practices. 
• Gain exposure to employers looking to hire skilled GI workers 

through the NGICP database.  
Registration process: 

1. You must apply and be approved BEFORE registering for the 
course, instructions online. 

2. Once your application is approved, you will receive notification on 
registration via email. You must attend each session and complete 
100% of the online course modules and assignments to be eligible 
for the certification exam. No makeup sessions are available.  

• Once your training attendance log has been verified by ECI, you 
will be contacted with instructions to schedule and pay for the 
exam. Visit the ECI site for details.

6/17–7/26/2025 Thu 11:30 AM–1:30 PM Class ID: 16380  
Deadline: 6/10 ONLINE $495

transportation 
& logistics 
Truck Driving
Train to earn your commercial driver’s license and prepare for a career 
in the trucking industry. More than 300,000 truck driving jobs are now 
available in the United States. Entry-level truck drivers have the potential 
to earn $48,000 to $72,000 annually. This course is for those with little or 
no commercial driving experience. Learn and understand everything you 
need to earn a CDL. Earn your CDL learner’s permit after the first week 
of class as you learn DOT rules, regulations, and logbook requirements. 
The remaining weeks focus on behind-the-wheel driver training. The total 
program is 160 hours. Our team works with trucking industry partners to 
assist you with job placement.
Classes start every month. Course fees include your physical, drug screen-
ing, permit, and Secretary of State test. 
Funding opportunities from Support for Workforce Training (SWFT), 
217/353-2150, parkland.edu/SWFT, or Workforce Innovation and Opportuni-
ty Act (WIOA), 217/351-8282.
Call 877/350-0884 for an appointment.  $5,495

Advanced Forklift
Learn the information to become a skilled, in-demand powered industrial 
truck (forklift) operator. In four days, gain valuable knowledge and critical 
hands-on experience that reflect real-life workplace scenarios in various 
environments. Equipment used in training includes a standard forklift, or-
der picker (stand-up), and electric walkie pallet jack. Local employers make 
site visits throughout the program. Opportunities to create connections 
and learn about local employment are guaranteed.
Prerequisites: Be able to read, write, speak, and comprehend English. Dress 
appropriately for the weather because the hands-on portions will be 
outside. Wear closed-toe shoes and bring a lunch daily (lunch break will be 
provided).
9/9–9/12 Mon–Thu 8 AM–4:30 PM Class ID: 16944 
Deadline: 9/2 Location: CE $995

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
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Leading EDGE Certificate Series
You can be a leader, regardless of your title or role. Join 
your colleagues and other community professionals for 
tips and strategies designed to improve and develop the 
skills of extraordinary leaders. This leadership series con-
sists of 12 unique courses offered January to December. To 
qualify for the certificate, you must complete a minimum 
of 44 hours consisting of 5 required courses AND at least 6 
of 7 electives. 

“I enjoyed learning about the different behavior styles and 
what they look like within the workplace. Along with this, it 
was fascinating to be in a room of people who cover the dif-
ferent styles. This information is very useful.” —Leading EDGE 
student

Giving Recognition That Gets Results
Drive performance and improve productivity by recognizing 
and reinforcing good behaviors. Learn about the impact of 
recognition, the barriers to successful delivery, and the steps 
necessary for giving recognition that gets results! Demon-
strate how to best tailor and deliver recognition to the recipi-
ent for optimal results.
7/10 Wed 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 15464 
Deadline: 7/3 Location: CE $275
7/18 Thu 1–5 PM Class ID: 15465 
Deadline: 7/11 Location: CE $275

Leading Change at Every Level
The ability to lead change has become critical in today’s un-
predictable workplace environment. Traditionally, CEOs have 
shouldered the responsibility for implementing organizational 
change. However, corporate cultures have streamlined, and 
recent research shows that change is effectively implemented 
when it’s led by those it affects most directly. Learn how to 
understand and develop change leadership skills and behav-
iors, generate support for change efforts, and improve your 
ability to lead change.
8/7 Wed 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 15466 
Deadline: 7/31 Location: CE $275
8/15 Thu 1–5 PM Class ID: 15467 
Deadline: 8/8 Location: CE $275

Mastering Conflict
All great and productive teams require conflict for them to 
grow. Teams that engage in constructive conflict know that 
the purpose is to produce the best solution in a short amount 
of time. Understand that conflict is a requirement and discov-
er how to master conflict to bring out the positive changes it 
can produce.
9/4 Wed 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 15468 
Deadline: 8/28 Location: CE $275
9/12 Thu 1–5 PM Class ID: 15469 
Deadline: 9/5 Location: CE $275

Take Control: Reducing Email Stress and 
Overload
Do you feel like you could spend your entire day responding 
to incoming email and never catch up? Stop the overload of 
emails and learn practical tips and tricks to regain control of 
your email systems. Explore research-proven strategies for 
managing emails, minimizing interruptions, and using all the 
tools built into your email program.
10/2 Wed 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 15470 
Deadline: 9/25 Location: CE $275
10/10 Thu 1–5 PM Class ID: 15471 
Deadline: 10/3 Location: CE $275
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real estate 
Illinois licensing requirements: To qualify for an Illinois real estate broker’s license, individuals must meet all of the following requirements:  

• At least 18 years old  
• High school diploma or equivalent (GED)  
• Successfully completed the required curriculum of 75 class hours of pre-license education at a real estate school approved by the Department of Finan-

cial and Professional Regulation in the following manner:   
 ɠ Real Estate Broker Topics (60 hours)  
 ɠ Broker Pre-License Applied Real Estate Principles-Interactive (15 hours)  

Section 5-27(a)(5) of the Real Estate License Act of 2000 requires an applicant for licensure as a broker to provide satisfactory evidence of having completed 
75 hours of instruction in real estate courses approved by the department, 15 hours of which must consist of situational and case studies presented in the 
classroom or by live, interactive webinar or online distance education.  Questions regarding license application or information concerning licensure require-
ments should be directed to the Illinois Department of Financial and Professional Regulation at idfpr.com.  

A payment plan is available. Contact us before enrolling to set up your payment plan: 217/351-2235 or communityeducation@parkland.edu.  
If you believe you have a disability for which you may need an accommodation (use of assistive technology or other classroom assistance), please contact 
the Office of Accessibility Services, Parkland College, room U260, 217/353-2338 or accessibilityservices@parkland.edu.  

Attention veterans: You’ve served your country. Now let us help you start your career in real estate. Veterans are eligible to use their GI Bill benefits for real 
estate pre-license education courses offered by the IAR Licensing and Training Center. Visit illinoisrealtors.org/GIBill.  
Sponsored by Illinois Realtors.

Broker’s Pre-License Topics 513001835
This course reflects the most recent legislative changes and practices in 
Illinois. Learn the principles of real property law, interests, and forms of 
ownership. Discover how contract agreements are entered into, executed, 
and closed for a handsome payday. From taxes to property management 
to financing and appraisal, this course covers it all. Applying the principles 
from the industry’s most recognized publication, Modern Real Estate 
Practice, you will be prepared for the licensing exam and create a solid 
foundation for a career in real estate. Gain everything you need to be-
come regulation compliant in Illinois.  
Book provided at first class. 
Register by August 19 to receive a $50 discount.
9/9–11/13 Mon & Wed 6–9 PM Class ID: 16958 
Deadline: 9/2 Location: CE $849

Broker’s Pre-License Principles 513001606
Fulfill 15 of the 75 hours of pre-license education with this state-approved 
course. Apply what you learned in the 60-hour Broker’s Pre-License Topics, 
practice dealing with buyers and sellers in a safe environment using the 
laws and rules reviewed in Broker’s Pre-License Topics, and gain insight 
into the proper application of the laws and rules. 
Prerequisite: Broker’s Pre-License Topics. Book provided at first session. 
Register by November 11 to receive a $50 discount.
11/25–12/9 Mon & Wed 6–9 PM Class ID: 16959 
Deadline: 11/18 Location: CE $299
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health 
Basic Life Support (BLS) CPR:  
Instructor-Led
During this instructor-led hands-on class, you will learn to promptly 
recognize several life-threatening emergencies, give high-quality chest 
compressions, deliver appropriate ventilations, and provide early use 
of an AED. Upon completion, you will be issued an American Heart 
Association BLS Healthcare Provider Course Completion Card. The BLS 
course is for healthcare professionals and other personnel who need to 
know how to perform CPR and other basic cardiovascular life support 
skills in a variety of in-facility and prehospital settings.
Your CPR card is valid for two years. It typically takes two to three 
weeks to process your card. If you need proof sooner, your instructor 
can issue you a temporary card upon successful completion of the 
course.
Book is included. Classes held at Community Education, $89 each.
6/15 Sat 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16832 Deadline: 6/8 
7/20 Sat 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16966 Deadline: 7/13 
8/10 Sat 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16967 Deadline: 8/3 
9/28 Sat 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16968 Deadline: 9/21 

Basic Life Support (BLS) CPR: 
Blended Learning
Learn to promptly recognize several life-threatening emergencies, give 
high-quality chest compressions, deliver appropriate ventilations, and 
provide early use of an AED. Upon completion, you will be issued an 
American Heart Association BLS Healthcare Provider Course Comple-
tion Card. During the blended learning course format, complete Heart-
Code BLS online coursework before attending a live instructor-led 
hands-on session that focuses on skills practice, team scenarios, and 
skills testing. The online portion can be completed in one to two hours, 
and the hands-on skills sessions can be completed in one hour.
You must complete HeartCode BLS at onlineaha.org, print your 
certificate of completion, and bring it with you to class. The fee is an 
additional $38 (to be paid online). Your CPR card is valid for two years. 
It typically takes two to three weeks to process your card. If you need 
proof sooner, your instructor can issue you a temporary card upon 
successful completion of the course. 
Classes held at Community Education, $89 each.
6/20 Thu 5:30–6:30 PM Class ID: 16806 
 Thu 7–8 PM Class ID: 16807  
7/9 Tue 5–6 PM Class ID: 16969 
 Tue 6–7 PM Class ID: 16970  
7/24 Wed 5–6 PM Class ID: 16971  
 Wed 6–7 PM Class ID: 16972 
8/8 Thu 5–6 PM Class ID: 16973 
 Thu 6–7 PM Class ID: 16974 
8/19 Mon 5–6 PM Class ID: 16975 
 Mon 6–7 PM Class ID: 16976  
9/10 Tue 5–6 PM Class ID: 16977 
 Tue 6–7 PM Class ID: 16978  
9/24 Tue 5–6 PM Class ID: 16979  
 Tue 6–7 PM Class ID: 16980  
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Construction Skills to Build a Better World  
The Highway Construction Careers Training Program (HCCTP) is a job 
training program that explores a variety of skilled construction trades. 
Access high-paying construction jobs with health care and retirement ben-
efits. Imagine yourself behind the powerful machinery that builds infra-
structure. Imagine wiring resilient electrical grids. Imagine building a better 
future. The HCCTP is dedicated to building a diverse workforce. Women 
and people of color are highly encouraged to apply. Training consists of 
intensive 12- to 16-week programs that empower you with skills you need to 
enter the construction industry’s Earn While You Learn apprenticeships.

This pre-apprenticeship program covers these areas:

• Math for the trades 

• First aid and CPR certifications 

• Job readiness 

• Tool safety and use 

• Introduction to welding 

• Backhoe and skid steer driving 

• OSHA 30 certification 

• Telehandler forklift and  

mobile elevated work  

platform operations 

There is no cost to the student. The program is funded by the Illinois Department  

of Transportation.  

Program requirements:

 ɖ 18 years or older 

 ɖ High school diploma or GED 

 ɖ Pass a reading and math assessment 

 ɖ Pass a drug test prior to ac-

ceptance and throughout the 

program  

The first step is to register and attend ONE of the FREE upcoming orientations.  

Register at parkland.edu/HCCTP.

7/31 Wed 12–1 PM Class ID: 16767 Location: CE

7/31 Wed 3:30–4:30 PM Class ID: 16768 Location: CE

9/4 Wed 1–2 PM Class ID: 16769 Location: CE

9/4 Wed 3–4 PM Class ID: 16770 Location: CE

9/4 Wed 5:30–6:30 PM Class ID: 16771 Location: CE

http://parkland.edu/HCCTP
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Fiber Optics Technician $3,085
In partnership with BDI DataLynk, we offer three individual courses that teach the necessary skills to build, test, trou-
bleshoot, install, and repair fiber optic networks and prepare you to take the CFOT (Certified Fiber Optics Technician) 
exam, the CFOS/T (Certified Fiber Optics Testing & Maintenance Specialist) exam, and the CFOS/S (Certified Fiber Op-
tics Splicing Specialist) exam. All training course exams are given and graded on the final day of class. You will receive a 
certificate of completion upon successful completion of the program. The format of the course involves chapter tests, 
class discussions, and hands-on activities and exercises.

“A very good hands-on class.” —Fiber Optic student

Certified Fiber Optics Technician (CFOT)
Recognized by the US Department of Labor and sanctioned by the Fiber Optic Association (FOA), this introductory course is for anyone 
interested in learning basic fiber optic networking and becoming certified. Through a combination of theory and hands-on activities, 
you’ll be prepared to take the CFOT exam, given and graded on the final day of class. You will be introduced to industry standards gov-
erning fiber to the desk (FTTD), fiber to the home (FTTH), LAN/WAN fiber networks, and basic fusion and mechanical splicing. You will 
learn how to identify fiber types; recognize various connectors used in fiber installation; and install, terminate, splice, and properly test 
installed fiber cables. Explore the history and future of fiber optics, fiber optic capabilities, and installation costs. Standards covered are 
NECA/FOA-301–2004, EIA/TIA 568–B.3, ANSI/TIA/EIA 607–A, and NEC Article 770–50.
6/17–6/19 Mon, Tue 8 AM–5 PM & Wed 8 AM–12 PM Class ID: 16070 Deadline: 6/10 Location: CE $1,095

Certified Fiber Optics Testing & Maintenance Specialist (CFOS/T)
Discover a general, easy-to-understand approach to fiber optics testing standards with little theory and many hands-on activities. De-
cipher the variety of testing standards, equipment, and technological techniques used in fiber network testing and splicing and how to 
choose among them. Explore the overall spectrum of testing and maintenance of single-mode and multimode fiber optics networks in 
this hands-on class that provides a detailed overview and demonstration of various types of equipment used in testing and maintenance. 
Topics include a detailed study of ANSI/TIA/EIA-526–14(7)A, OTDR fundamentals and uses, OTDR versus insertion loss testing, return loss 
testing, and attenuation testing using the power source and light meter.
Prerequisite: Within the preceding 12 months, you MUST have passed the basic fiber optics training or CFOT exam or renewed your FOA 
membership before attending. There are no exceptions.
6/19–6/20 Wed 1–5 PM & Thu 8 AM–5 PM Class ID: 16071 Deadline: 6/12 Location: CE $995

Certified Fiber Optics Specialist in Splicing (CFOS/S)
This eight-hour advanced specialist fiber optic training includes an in-depth presentation explaining the importance of high-performance 
splicing and details the points necessary for achieving these splices. An overview of OTDR functions and trace understanding is also pro-
vided. You will receive training in both fusion and mechanical splicing of either single-mode or multimode fiber optic cables in hands-on 
activities. Inside or outside plant fiber optic cable types may be used along with fiber optic enclosures and splice trays. You will be respon-
sible for making and testing mechanical and fusion splices. In addition, you will be required to efficiently install spliced fibers into splice 
trays and enclosures. You will also be required to achieve a splice loss of less than 0.15 dB for all splices and demonstrate proficiency in 
interpreting splice loss using OTDR splice traces.
Prerequisite: Within the preceding 12 months, you MUST have passed the basic fiber optics training or CFOT exam or renewed your FOA 
membership before attending. There are no exceptions.
6/21 Fri 8 AM–5 PM Class ID: 16072 Deadline: 6/14 Location: CE $995

Location Key: CE Community Education 1315 N Mattis Ave, C • ES Eastland Suites 1907 N Cunningham Ave, U • Joy of Illinois Farm 1689 County Rd 400 E, C • Lake of 
the Woods 109 S Lake of the Woods Rd, M • Mack Glass 606 W Columbia Ave, C • PC Parkland College MAIN CAMPUS 2400 W Bradley Ave, C
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presents
parkland

theatre 
12 Angry Jurors
Adapted by Sherman L. Sergel
October 3, 4, 5, 11, 12 at 7:30 pm
October 6, 13 at 3:30 pm

Irving Berlin’s White Christmas
Music and Lyrics by Irving Berlin, Book by David Ives and Paul Blake
December 5, 6, 7, 13, 14 at 7:30 pm
December 8, 15 at 3:30 pm

Purchase tickets at tickets.parkland.edu. 
For more information about our shows, visit  
parkland.edu/theatre.

music 
A Concert by the Parkland Jazz Ensemble
Monday, April 22, at 7 pm | Second Stage Theatre
Directed by Professor Kevin Hart

A Concert by the Parkland Chamber  
Singers, BACH Choir, and Area High School 
Choirs
Saturday, May 4, at 3 pm | Harold and Jean Miner Theatre
Chamber Singers directed by Dr. Frank Gallo

A Joint Concert by the Parkland Orchestra, 
Wind Ensemble, and Concert Band
Sunday, May 5, at 3 pm | Harold and Jean Miner Theatre
Orchestra directed by Dr. Rodney Mueller 
Concert Band directed by Dr. Matthew Dixon 
Wind Ensemble directed by Dr. Jonathan Beckett

Concert by the Parkland Guitar Ensemble
Sunday, May 5, at 2 pm | Urbana Free Library
Guitar Ensemble directed by Dr. Young Kim

For more information about ensemble performanc-
es, visit parkland.edu/musicensembles.

Become a Friend of  
Parkland Theatre 
Your donations help us to continue to  
provide high-quality productions. For more 
information, visit 

parkland.edu/theatre-howtogive

http://tickets.parkland.edu
http://parkland.edu/theatre
http://parkland.edu/musicensembles
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William M. Staerkel Planetarium 
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium is the second-largest planetarium in Illinois. The Digistar 6 planetarium projection system transforms 
the 50-foot dome ceiling into an immersive virtual environment. 

The planetarium hosts numerous shows, programs, and special events. Call our show hotline at 217/351-2446 or visit  
parkland.edu/planetarium.

• Open weekdays for school and private groups. Virtual shows, 
sensory-friendly shows, and Spanish-language shows available. 
Reservations required. 

• Public presentations on Friday evenings and Saturday afternoons. 
Tickets $7–$8 sold online or at the door.

• Join the Friends of the Staerkel Planetarium (FOSP) and see FREE 
shows for a year. 

• Teachers, book your field trip with us! Find a complete list of school 
programs by grade level, plus activities for before or after your visit, 
including links to the NGSS. Call the office at 217/351-2568 to set up 
your field trip. 

• Book a unique rental space for birthday parties, weddings, and 
other private events under the stars.

• Join the Galaxy Club: Kids get a stamp card and begin to earn free 
admission to a show. 

• Rent-a-Scope: 10-inch Dobsonian or Astroscan telescopes. $10/night 
or $15/weekend. 

Summer Matinées
The planetarium will once again offer matinées for the months of June 
and July. Bring the kids to presentations at 1 pm and 2 pm on Tuesdays 
and 10 am and 11 am on Thursdays through July 25. Check our online 
calendar for a full schedule.
Closed: July 4–5 and August 30–31

Summer Program Schedule
Prairie Skies: Fridays at 7 pm
Experience the Aurora: Fridays in July at 8 pm
Phantom of the Universe: Fridays at 8 pm and Saturdays at 2 pm in 
August
Amazing Stargazing: Saturdays in August at 1 pm
Expedition Reef: Fridays at 8 pm and Saturdays at 2 pm in September
One World, One Sky, Big Bird’s Adventure: Saturdays in September 
at 1 pm
Closed: July 4–5 and August 30–31

 Music Light Shows in the Dome!
Enjoy full-dome films set to your favorite music on the first Friday of 
each month at 9 pm. NOTE: Not for those with motion sickness! Tickets 
are $12. 

See the Real Sky 
Join members of the C-U Astronomical Society at their rural observatory 
for a peek at the real sky. See the stars and planets through the many 
telescopes on site. All observing events are weather permitting.

July 13, August 10, and September 14 after sunset  
Location: CUAS Observatory, County Road 700 E, south of Monticello 

Road, southwest of Champaign. Visit cuas.org for directions.

http://cuas.org
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Giertz Gallery 
Beneath a Midwestern Sky:  
Paintings by Douglas C. Johnson
Monday, June 10–Wednesday, July 31
Artist Reception: June 13, 5:30–7:30 pm
Gallery Talk at 6:15 pm with Doug Johnson
Additional Artist Lecture by Doug Johnson: Wednesday, June 26, Noon

Douglas C. Johnson is a painter who explores the midwestern land-
scape with quiet exuberance. His long-term relationship with his sur-
roundings in Central Illinois provides the subject matter for his work. 
Using dramatic lighting, an expressive painterly style, and a sensual 
color palette, he creates paintings that reflect a reverence for and an 
expansive view of the landscape in Illinois. 

Johnson holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees in printmaking and paint-
ing from Illinois State University and a Master of Fine Arts in painting 
from Northern Illinois University. He has exhibited in Chicago at several 
galleries in the River North district and the Chicago International Art 
Exhibition. His work is in many private collections. He is the executive 
director of the McLean County Arts Center in Bloomington, Illinois.

High Noon Local Artist Lecture in the Gallery
Wednesday, July 10 at 12 pm
Wednesday, July 24 at 12pm

2024 Parkland College Art and Design 
Faculty Exhibition 
Monday, August 19–Saturday, September 28
Reception: Thursday, August 22, 5:30–7:30 pm
Introductory remarks by Dean Joe Walwick at 6:15 pm with Gallery Talk 
to follow

All events in the accessible gallery are free and open to the public. Parkland College is a section 504/ADA-compliant institution.  
For accommodations, call 217/353-2338 or email accessibilityservices@parkland.edu.

Giertz Gallery acknowledges support from the Illinois Arts Council Agency.

Summer Hours (June-July):
Mon–Wed: 10 am–5 pm, Thu: 10 am–7 pm;
Closed Saturday

Fall Hours:
Monday–Wednesday 10 am–5 pm; Thursday 10 
am–7 pm; Saturday 12–2 pm
Closed: September 2

Visit our website at parkland.edu/gallery for 
additional information and upcoming program-
ming, exhibiting artists, and to sign up for our email 
blasts.

For more information call 217/351-2485 or visit 
parkland.edu/gallery.

Be sure to join our Facebook and Instagram pages 
for updates, events, and insights about our exhibi-
tions and programming. Interested in receiving our 
emails? Visit the Giertz Gallery at Parkland College 
website to sign up.

mailto:accessibilityservices%40parkland.edu?subject=
http://parkland.edu/gallery
http://parkland.edu/gallery
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C Fine and Applied Arts Department, Humanities Department

D Adult Education/Literacy Center, Campus Technologies, Center for 
Excellence in Teaching and Learning, Computer Technology Center, Con-
ference Center, Learning Support Division , Photography and Graphic 
Design, Social Sciences and Human Services Department, Support for 
Workforce Training (SWFT)

G Child Development Center

L Health Professions Division

M Career and Technical Education Division

P Donald C. Dodds, Jr. Athletic Center (Athletics, Fitness Center, Gymnasium)

R Learning Commons/Library (above X)

S South Building
T Parkhill Applied Technology Center (Agricultural/Engineering Science 

and Technologies Department)

U Student Union (Accessibility Services, Administrative Offices, Admissions 
and Records, Assessment Center, Bookstore, Cafeteria, Cashier Office, 
Counseling Services, Dean of Enrollment Management, Dean of Students, 
Dean of Counseling Services, Early College Services, Financial Aid and 
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Parkland College on Mattis — Community Education (J), Construction Educa-
tion Alliance (Y), Health Professions (H), Workforce Development (I)

Institute of Aviation at Willard Airport, Savoy
Accessibility  Location of mechanical doors: • Entrance X-2 southwest of B 

wing, between B and X • Southwest entrance to C wing • West entrance to 
D wing • North entrance to M wing • West entrance to P wing • Door to A 
wing  lobby • East entrances to U wing
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How to Register

5 Easy Ways to Register
Many classes have limited seating. Register early!
1. Online

Use your computer, tablet, or phone to register online, 24 
hours a day! 
Go to parkland.edu/ceRegister

2. In Person
Community Education
1315 N. Mattis Ave., Champaign
Mon – Fri, 8 AM–5 PM, except major holidays 
CLOSED Fridays, June 7–July 26

3. Mail
Parkland College Community Education 
1315 N. Mattis Ave.
Champaign, IL 61821
• Fill out the enclosed enrollment form and include pay-

ment (credit/debit card number or enclose check).
• Make check payable to Parkland College.

4. Phone
217/351-2235

5. Fax
217/351-5928

Payment
• Payment is due at the time of registration.
• Acceptable forms of payment are Visa, MasterCard, Dis-

cover, American Express, check, money order, and cash.
• Payment by your company must be authorized on your 

account.

Refunds
• A credit or refund is available if Parkland College cancels a 

class.
• To cancel your registration before a class starts, please call 

217/351-2235.
• Refunds will be issued to students who cancel the class at 

least one business day prior to the class start date, unless 
otherwise noted.

• No refunds will be issued for classes canceled on or after 
the class start date.

Location
Please note the location of your class. Classes are held at 
Parkland College, online, and offsite locations.

Accessibility Statement
If you believe you have a disability for which you may need 
an accommodation (i.e. use of assistive technology or other 
classroom assistance), please contact Accessibility Services, 
Parkland College, room U260, 217/353-2338 or accessibility-
services@parkland.edu.

Corporate Clients
Let us customize classes at your location or ours at times 
that best fit your needs. Contact Dave Webb 217/351-2235 or 
at communityeducation@parkland.edu.

100% Satisfaction Guarantee
If you are not completely satisfied with your class or experi-
ence, we will gladly enroll you in a course of equal value. You 
may also request a full refund by contacting our office within 
10 business days of course completion at 217/351-2235.

Use your computer, tablet, or phone to 
register online, 24 hours a day:
parkland.edu/ceRegister

REGISTER NOW!

Parkland College ensures equal educational opportunities are offered to all students regardless of race, color, national origin, gender, gender expression, disability, sexual 
orientation, veteran/Vietnam veteran era, age, or religion, and is Section 504/ADA compliant. For additional information or accommodations, call 217/351-2551.

http://parkland.edu/ceRegister
mailto:accessibilityservices%40parkland.edu?subject=
mailto:accessibilityservices%40parkland.edu?subject=
mailto:communityeducation%40parkland.edu?subject=
http://parkland.edu/ceRegister
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 1  ADULT PARTICIPANT OR PARENT/GUARDIAN INFORMATION

Name

First  Last Middle initial 

Mailing address

Street/Apartment/Unit# City  State ZIP code

Telephone

Home Work Mobile 

Birthdate   Email  

Employer   Job title  

 2  PARTICIPANT INFORMATION

Class ID Class title Fee First and last name Sex
M/F

Birthdate
mm/dd/yy

Shirt size
(if applies)

Total payment $

 3  PAYMENT INFORMATION

Payment type:    Cash (do not mail cash)  Check (payable to Parkland College) 
 Credit card   Visa  Discover  MasterCard  American Express

Credit card #   3–4-digit CCID#   Expiration date  

Cardholder signature  

4  CANCELLATIONS/REFUNDS

To cancel your registration before a class starts, please call 217/351-2235. No refund or credit will be issued for classes canceled on or after the class 
start date. Refunds will be issued to students who cancel the class at least one business day prior to the class start date, unless otherwise noted. 

100% Satisfaction Guarantee: If you are not completely satisfied with your class or experience, we will gladly enroll you in a course of equal 
value. You may also request a full refund by contacting our office within 10 business days of course completion.

REGISTRATION FORM
Please print clearly. Missing information will delay your registration.

SAVE TIME—REGISTER ONLINE!
parkland.edu/ceRegister
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5  SPECIAL NEEDS/ALLERGY INFORMATION

If any participant has special needs or allergies, please indicate. (Attach list for multiple participants.)

Name:  

Allergies: 

Special needs:  

Please understand we ask this information to provide the best service possible. We will limit this information to necessary staff only.

 6  EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION (REQUIRED for youth programs and trips)

Participant #1:  

Contact:   Contact phone: 

Participant #2:  

Contact:   Contact phone:  

 7  WAIVER AND RELEASE (REQUIRED)

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Parkland College holds the safety of its students in high regard and is committed to conducting Community Education courses in a safe manner. 
Parkland College continually strives to reduce such risks and insists that all students follow safety rules and instructions that are designed to 
ensure everyone’s safety. However, students must recognize that there is an inherent risk of injury when choosing to participate. 

WARNING OF RISK

Community Education courses are intended to challenge and engage the student. Depending on the particular activity, students must under-
stand that certain inherent risks always exist. Despite careful and proper preparation of instructors, there is still a risk when participating in 
courses. In this regard, it must be recognized that it is impossible for Parkland College to guarantee absolute safety. 

WAIVER AND RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK

I understand that there may be certain risks of physical injury, damage or loss which I and/or my dependents may sustain as a result of parti-
cipating in any and all activities associated with Parkland College courses offered by Community Education. In registering and participating in 
these courses, I expressly assume the risk and legal liability, waiving and releasing all claims for risk connected with said courses. Furthermore, 
I grant Parkland College and PCTV permission to record and/or photograph myself or my dependents for future promotion. In addition, I 
understand that there will be no refunds for classes canceled due to severe weather conditions, power outages, or situations that may affect 
the safety of the program or Parkland College. 

I have read and understand the above important information, warning of risk, and waiver and release of all claims and assumption 
of risk.

Participant’s name (PLEASE PRINT) 

Signature of adult participant or parent/guardian (if participant is under 18 years old) Date 

Participation may be denied if the signature of adult participant or parent/guardian and date are not on this waiver.

8  RETURN TO:

ONLINE (credit cards only)
parkland.edu/ceRegister
PHONE (credit cards only)
217/351-2235
FAX (credit cards only) 
217/351-5928

IN PERSON OR BY MAIL
Parkland College Community Education 
1315 N. Mattis Ave., Champaign, IL 61821

QUESTIONS?
Contact us at 217/351-2235 
or communityeducation@parkland.edu
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incorporate the magic of folklore 
into everyday wellness 

Kitchen Magic   
Explore the stories and practices associated 
with everyday herbs and cooking techniques 
and think about ways to bring some of the 
rituals and intentions back into your meals.

The Magic of Everyday Rituals
Explore some of those old traditions and 
demonstrate how creating simple but inten-
tional practices can make a big difference in 
day-to-day experiences. 

Tea Magic   
Explore types of tea, the health benefits of 
drinking tea, and how to brew the perfect 
cup.

Mystic Arts:  
History, Lore, and Application 
Crystals, reiki, astrology, tarot—look at the 
history, lore, and modern applications of 
some of the common divination tools.

Master the building blocks of the web with 
our comprehensive web development fun-
damentals series. 

HTML: Building Blocks of the Web 
Delve into the syntax and structure of HTML documents, mastering the use of tags to 

create dynamic web content. 

CSS: Crafting Dynamic Web Designs 
Building on your HTML foundation, learn how to breathe life into your web pages 
through the power of cascading style sheets (CSS). 

JavaScript: Adding Interactivity to Web Pages 
Discover the fundamentals of JavaScript syntax, exploring functions, expressions, 
and the event-driven nature that powers web development.
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boost your 
creativity

stop, look, listen, and soak 
up the inspiration whether 
you are at work or at play!

Writing Fiction
April 13–May 18

p. 25

Social Media Success
July 29
p. 34
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DiscoverU:  
Camps for Teens

Are you looking for something to keep 

your teen busy this summer? Try one of 

our career exploration camps. Hands-

on experiences, career simulations, 

learning in a relaxed atmosphere, plus 

introduction to our college campus. 

Different camps each week,  

June and July.

p. 17


